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"To strive, to seek, to find and not to yield ... " Lord Alfred Tennyson 

My interest in the topic multilingualism arose from discussions held at Marallaneng Secondary 

school in Ficksburg. I was teaching English and History to senior pupils at the time when a group 

of researchers visited the school to gather data for the new Language-in-Education policy. The 

panel were drawing up a draft document for the policy to be implemented in schools from 1995. 

The issues raised in our discussions on language and classroom practices were most relevant and 

stimulating. I was particularly interested in the role of the home language in learning and 

teaching. The draft document was subsequently posted to the school and from it the topic 

multilingualism captured my attention. 
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Summary 

The promotion of multilingualism is one of the aims of the new language-in-education 

policy. It is a phenomenon which is reflective of our multilingual society. However, the 

means by which it is being promoted at school level needs to be investigated in light of 

the additive bilingualism model that has been stipulated in the language-in education 

policy. 

This dissertation focuses on a school in the Western Cape which offers many languages 

and is trying to meet the needs of its learners. The way in which multilingualism is 

experienced in the classrooms is observed from the learners, teachers and parents' 

perspectives in the hope of describing how it takes place in a secondary school setting. 

The ways in which teachers can promote multilingualism in the classroom are suggested 

by offering practical multilingual strategies for teaching and learning. The role of INSET 

in promoting multilingualism is also discussed. 
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Acronyms 

ANC 
CED 
DE 
DEC 
DET 
INSET 
Ll 
LiEP 
LoLT 
NGO 
NLP 
OAU 
OBE 
PANSALB 
PRAESA 
PRESET 
WCED 

- African National Congress 
- Cape Education Department 
- Department of education (National) 
- Department of Education and Culture 
- Department of Education and Training 
- In-Service Education and Training 
- first language 
- Language-in-Education Policy 
- language of learning and teaching 
- Non-governmental Organisations 
- National Language Project 
- Organisation of African Unity 
- Outcomes-based Education 
- Pan South African Language Board 
- Project for the Study of Alternative Education in South Africa 
- Pre-service Education and Training 
- Western Cape Education Department 
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Chapter One: Research Design 

1.1 Introduction 

In 1998, I began teaching English in a secondary school in the Western Cape. A year later 

I was promoted to Head of the English department in the same school. During this time, 

teachers often expressed concerns with language problems in their classes. Some of the 

problems stemmed from learners whose home languages were other than English, but 

who were studying English as a First language and learning all their subjects through the 

medium of English. Teachers also acknowledged their inexperience of teaching another 

language and especially their lack of knowledge of an African or foreign language. There 

was also much controversy with regard to learners who were either foreign or their 

mother tongue was not English and the various options open to them with regard to the 

new Language-in-Education policy (LiEP). 

The new LiEP and specifically the promotion of multilingualism have been at the centre 

of education changes since 1997. The aim of the policy allows each learner the right to 

learn the language of his/her choice and the additive bilingual model; (See Appendix 1) 

encourages the acquisition of more than one language. 

Frustrations and concerns were discussed with regard to the new LiEP and the school's 

response to multilingualism. Concern also lied with the implementation of the language 

policy and the promotion of multilingualism in the classroom, specifically the situation in 

the Western Cape. This was further debated at the teacher workshops which focussed on 

Outcomes Based Education (OBE) due to be implemented at the secondary level in 2001. 

Language teachers at the In-service Education and Training (INSET) workshops were 

being exposed to multilingual activities and the facilitators were trying to encourage 

teachers to use multilingual strategies for learning. 
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Some of the most pressing questions that arose at the workshops were: 

What resources are available with regard to multilingual teaching? How are available 

materials and textbooks to facilitate multilingual learning and teaching being utilised? 

What is the availability of multilingual teachers? Are there means to facilitate the writing 

of examinations by candidates in languages of their choice? There are limitations and 

challenges with regard to implementing the multilingual policy in education. The main 

challenge lies in the provision of in-service education and training (INSET) to 

teachers whose classrooms are now becoming bilingual or are multilingual. 

1.1.1 Background 

Multilingualism as a phenomenon is complex and challenging. In the Western Cape the 

following problems have occurred in the primary levels: 

After the general elections in 1994, there was a sudden influx of African-language speaking 

learners into schools which had previously been open only to people classified white or coloured. 

For reasons that are not entirely clear, this influx oflearners was accompanied by a redeployment 

of appropriately qualified Xhosa-speaking teachers, especially to those schools where Xhosa

speaking learners became the majority or a sizeable minority of the school population 

(Pludderman 2000:3). 

The consequence of this dynamic was (and continues to be) a situation in which both 

educators and learners are virtually incommunicado in their relations with each other. 

Since all the teachers speak English and Afrikaans but hardly any Xhosa, and most of the 

learners have either no grasp of or, at best, an imperfect proficiency in the English 

language, it is almost impossible for them to interact meaningfully. The result is 

frustration, disillusionment and increasing (racial and ethic) prejudice on all sides. Since 

the dismantling of apartheid, schools have changed in composition with classes becoming 

racially mixed. This has happened in varying degrees. Some previously all-white classes, 

for example, are now 80, 90 or even 100 percent black, while others have remained 

mainly white with maybe one to five out of 30 students being black. Similar changes 

have taken place within both independent schools and state schools. 
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The result of these changes is that classes in these schools have become multilingual. The 

nature of these multilingual classes may differ, and definitions of a multilingual class in 

South Africa, are diverse and have yet to express a "coherent commonality" claims 

Heugh (1993: 55). 

The Language Policy makes way for the equal status of languages and the promotion of 

African languages and a "coherent commonality". In the Western Cape, teachers in 

formerly "white" or "coloured" schools who now have Xhosa-speaking pupils in their 

classes often feel helpless and frustrated in the face of language difficulties encountered 

by these pupils. The teachers sometimes argue that it is not their responsibility to deal 

with these difficulties, and that pupils should either not be admitted to the school or that 

they should be given special programmes by specialist language teachers. There is a 

desire for an answer which will come from "outside". Teachers at primary levels assumed 

that multilingualism meant the speaking of many languages at the expense of mastering 

one. 

The implementation of the new LiEP remains a challenge and the question of how to 

shape the new from the old has been a crucial point for the government in transforming 

education in South Africa since 1994 according to policy analyst de Clercq (1997: 129). 

In order to understand the phenomenon of multilingualism, the relationship between 

classroom practice and state policy would need to be investigated. As Spillane et al 

(1996: 433) claim, the policy process from formulation to practice is dynamic and never 

static. 

Another issue of concern for government is that policies are developed and implemented 

within the context of a particular set of values, pressures and constraints. Because of 

these factors, Claassen (in Unisa 1999:41) reports that much can go amiss between 

conceptualisation of a policy, its formulation and implementation. Investigating the 

relationship between the language policy and its implementation in a local school 

provides an understanding of the policy process in practice. 
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1.2 Awareness of the problem 

Since 1994, the South African educational system began a process of radical change, 

brought about, mainly by the political changes taking place in the country. At the 

forefront of political changes have been educational policies. The notion that policies are 

never neutral, but are ideologically driven to bring about change/ transformation (Taylor 

et al. in UNISA, 1999:31) has led to the investigation of the ideological stance of the new 

LiEP. Whose interest does it serve? How did it come to be formulated? Who was 

involved in the process and how does the policy affect the teachers, learners and parents? 

These questions form the foundation of this investigation. 

The provisions of the constitution to create conditions for the development and promotion 

ofthe equal use and enjoyment of-

• all eleven of the official languages at central level; and 

• the statutorily determined and chosen provincial official languages in the province; 

- to promote multilingualism 

have resulted in a variety of developments. How the above values have been 

implemented in classes in secondary schools in the Western Cape creates a relevant area 

of policy studies in practice. The new LiEP sets out the following directives: 

"The medium in which a pupil's instruction takes place and the number oflanguages that 

are to be compulsory school subjects may not conflict with the language clause in the 

Constitution (Section 3) nor with section 32, which provides that every person shall be 

entitled to instruction in the language of his/her choice where this is reasonably 

practicable." 

How this functions in practice will form part of this research. 
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1.3 Statement of the problem 

The diversity in South African classrooms presents challenges for teachers who are 

monolingual and it creates opportunities to research this field of language teaching. The 

main problem is the inability of teachers to grasp the policies and the creators of the 

policies to explain the relevance of these policies. 

At the core of the policies are political motives which are not always practical and 

feasible. These need to be scrutinised and to be addressed. In doing so, the teachers' 

and learners' personal experiences in multilingual classes can be researched so as to 

make recommendations for improved teaching strategies to deal with this situation. 

One of the problems is the diversity of views held by parents, teachers and pupils 

with regard to multilingualism. What do the various sectors of the school 

und~rstand by this concept? 

Whilst the language policy tries to cater for equality and democracy, the reality of 

the classroom is different and there is a need to research the discrepancies of the 

goals set out by the language policy and its makers, to the reality of the teachers in 

their present classrooms. 

What are African language specialists doing to promote the African languages in 

classrooms and how is the status of these languages perceived by the learners? This 

also poses an interesting area of research since it is related to multilingualism. 

The LiEP cannot be seen in isolation from broader educational practices and structures or 

from educational and social practices within particular schools. Teachers' helplessness in 

regard to the linguistic problems faced by their pupils reflects their lack of say about most 

aspects of their work. The role of teachers in the policy process will also be mentioned to 

ascertain the level of participation of what seems to be a top-down policy written by 

academic experts who are not in touch with the realities of teachers in their classrooms. 
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The present crisis in education with its financial constraints, lack of training, curriculum 

changes shows that the promotion of multilingualism in education is not a priority amidst 

other political strives and struggles. The definition of multilingualism is varied and in 

practice it has many implications. 

1.4 Aims of investigation 

The aims of this research are: 

1.4.1 To identify existing teaching and classroom management strategies used by 

teachers in multilingual classes in a local secondary school in the Western Cape. 

1.4.2 To identify the problems that arise in multilingual classes in the local school in 

the Western Cape. 

1.4.3 To investigate the attitudes and commitments of the school community towards 

multilingualism and its role in the community. 

1.4.4 To propose recommendations and strategies that are likely to succeed in 

addressing these problems. 

1.4.5 To find out what role INSET can play to promote multilingualism. 

In order to fulfil the aims of the investigation, a study has been done on existing teaching 

and classroom management strategies used by teachers in multilingual classes in a 

secondary school in the Western Cape. 

The specific aim has been the identification of the problems that arise in multilingual 

classrooms in a local school. 
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This was followed by proposals, on the basis of preliminary trials, strategies that are 

likely to succeed in addressing these problems. 

1.5 Concept definitions 

In order to proceed with my investigation the term multilingualism needed to be defined, 

alongside other relevant concepts such as subtractive and additive bilingualism and 

bilingualism. 

The international research on bilingual and multilingual education is vast in scope and 

only goes back several decades. Within the local and international literature on bilingual 

and multilingual schooling, there is substantial agreement on a number of related points. 

There is a general consensus, claims Pludderman (2000: 5), on the overriding value of the 

educational use of the primary home language (mother tongue), where appropriately 

supported, particularly but not only where that home language is a minority or 

marginalised language of low status. 

As a corollary, there is near-universal agreement on the pernicious effects of a too-early 

abandoning of the home language as a language of learning and teaching in favour of a 

language ofhigher status (Baker 1996: 50; Banks 1997: 10). 
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Variations of such 'subtractive' approaches include target-language submersion from day 

one of schooling, delayed sudden immersion, and gradual immersion in the target 

language (Pludderman, 2000: 12). Most researchers (Baker 1996: 55;Banks 1997: 12) 

agree on the cognitive, linguistic and affective and social benefits of bilingual education, 

understood as the use of two languages of learning and teaching, of which one is a home 

language, at some point in the schooling process. 

In many societies, bilingual education is as much a political statement, attributing value 

to certain languages and their speakers and therefore as much a matter of linguistic 

human rights, as it is an educational strategy, claims Heugh (1995: 15). The promotion of 

multilingualism in education, therefore, requires the strong political will of all interest 

groups (notably the state) in order to mobilise the necessary resources for its 

implementation. 

From the outset, however, there is a problem in defining multilingualism. A multilingual 

class was (and remains) a situation of linguistic diversity among learners. In the Western 

Cape, such situations are largely to be found in the historically 'coloured' and historically 

'white' schools (all English - and/or Afrikaans-medium) where the enrolment of 

increasing numbers of Xhosa-speaking learners J?eans that there are at least two, and 

often three languages spoken in one classroom. In most cases, teachers are able to use 

English and Afrikaans, but not Xhosa. From Grade 10 to Grade 12 two languages must 

be taken, one on first language level, and the other one at least second language level. At 

least one ofthese languages must be an official language (DET 1997: 78). 
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Schools in the Western Cape have adopted to use either English or Afrikaans in this 

respect and this has resulted in a bilingual approach contrary to the promotion of 

multilingualism. Heugh (1995: 15) refers to the complexity ofthis phenomenon. 

In the Western Cape, English and Afrikaans dominate according to language preferences 

and teacher allocations; Xhosa is a minority language yet there is a group trying to 

implement Xhosa exam papers for all subjects for the Xhosa speakers who are in the 

minority. 

1.6 Methods of research 

The investigation used a qualitative approach in the form of a small scale case study of a 

secondary school in the Western Cape. The phenomenon of multilingualism was studied 

by doing an in-depth study of the school. The research focused on different groups in the 

school. The investigation aimed to describe and understand the phenomenon as it took 

place in the selected educational institution. 

• Group A was a teacher and her learners who were multilingual in nature. 

• Group B were members of the governing body comprising of teachers, parents and 

pupils who were interviewed to ascertain the general attitude and understanding of 

multilingualism. 

• Group C represented the principal and his role in the promotion and management of 

multilingualism in the selected institution. 

The data was collected and analysed in the following manner: 

1.6.1 Planning: Analysis of the problem statement, namely multilingualism, in the 

selected site and how it was being implemented. Recommendations of how 

implementation could be improved were made from the analysis. The setting was 

described in detail and the researcher was immersed in the locality for a period of 

4 months. 
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1.6.2 The data collection began by interviewing the 3 main groups and collecting 

information. Observation of classroom practices took place whereby information 

was elicited from the various informants in their environment. 

1.6.3 Basic data collection happened by identification of ideas and facts in the selected 

site. 

1.6.4 Closing data collection occurred when the collection drew to a close as the data 

became saturated. 

1.6.5 The completion construction of the facts, reconstruction of initial diagrams, time 

charts and network diagrams rounded off the study. 

(See Appendix 2) 

1.7 The research programme 

The programme entails the following stages: 

Chapter two deals with the theoretical framework (literature study) of the policy making 

and implementation with specific reference to the policy of multilingualism in South 

Africa on the national and regional level with specific reference to the Western Cape. 

In Chapter three a brief description of qualitative methodology follows which was used in 

the case study research. It consisted of "lived experiences" of role players within the 

selected school. Participation observations as well as semi-structured in-depth interviews 

with key informants and group interviews with a group of teachers, a group of pupils and 

a group of parents were used. Field notes also featured in the research project. Documents 

that tell their own stories have been utilised and analysed. 

Chapter four consists of the display, discussion and analysis of the data and the 

corroboration with the significant ideas found in the literature study. A comparison was 

made of the categories/ patterns of the qualitative interviews with the findings of the 

literature study. 
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Chapter five comprises the summaries of chapters, conclusions, findings of the research 

and recommendations. The implications of the study for educators within schools as well 

as policy makers have been formulated as part of my recommendations. 

1.8 Conclusions: Limitations of the study 

In this investigation I would like to propose that policies are not neutral and are value -

laden. The promotion of multilingualism advocated by the ANC and the Nationalists is 

politically correct and recognises Afrikaans as an official language thereby providing a 

compromise. This has practical implications in the Western Cape in which English and 

Afrikaans are the dominant languages with Xhosa following as a third language. Whilst 

South Africa is a multilingual society, teachers may not be utiltising strategies to promote 

multilingualism in the Western Cape and may not be equipped to promote 

multilingualism in their classes, due to a lack of access to and understanding of education 

policies. 

Although strategies have been used to bring about an awareness of multilingualism in 

primary education through organisations such as the Project for the Study of Alternative 

Education in South Africa (PRAESA), the implementation at secondary level still needs 

investigation. 

The research focuses on a secondary school in the Western Cape which has tried to 

implement a multilingual programme in the junior classes for 2000. The promotion of 

many languages in the classroom forms the main concern of this research and the role of 

INSET will be addressed. In Chapter 4 and 5 there will be some suggestions for the role 

of INSET in promoting multilingualism. There is a general agreement among all analysts 

and observers of the education scene in SA that INSET is one of the most important areas 

of need. Ashley & McMehl (1987: 100) are of the opinion that there is a need for teachers 

to be actively involved in the INSET programmes designed for them. The irony here is 

that Curriculum 2005 and the language policy have been formulated without the 

participation of teachers which leaves a wide gap between theory and practice. 
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INSET is mainly aimed at programmes that assist teachers by improving their knowledge 

and increasing their desire to learn, to improve their effectiveness in the classroom and in 

their professional service generally. The role then of INSET in preparing teachers to 

promote multilingualism cannot be understated at a time where classrooms are filling up 

with learners who practise a wide range of linguistic diversity. Strategies for teachers to 

promote multilingualism will be imperative to reach the aims of equality, democracy and 

equity. 
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Chapter Two: Literature study on Language Policies 

2.1 Introduction 

Before one can embark on addressing the problems of the implementation of the 

multilingualism policies, one should have a clear understanding of language policies in 

general. Policy is difficult to define; a simple definition is (Claassen 1999: 5): "Whatever 

governments choose to do, or not to do." This definition is somewhat flawed as it seems 

as if only central governments make policies. Although it is generally true that central 

governments are particularly involved in policy-making, other bodies on local levels also 

make policies, for example, provinces, municipalities and schools. 

Harman (1984) distinguishes a functional view of policy in terms of its straightforward 

approach. Society is perceived by its underpinned value consensus and various 

institutions in society contribute to the ongoing stability of the whole. Society is seen to 

be an orderly, self-regulating whole. This is also called the rational or linear approach. It 

has been criticised as having flaws as it does not consider the complexities and conflicts 

within society. 

The language policy in South Africa has currently had a very high profile. It is also an 

accessible topic everyone has something to say about it. Most importantly, language 

policy seems to mean so many things to so many people, to carry a political and symbolic 

weight. An overview of Language policies will be presented in detail by referring to 

various scholars' views and how they affect language planning and classroom practices. 

2.2 Language Policy in the Post-Colonial Situation 

According to Alexander (1999: 34) the colonial states in Africa became subjected to 

intuitive language policies by the European powers. 

The languages of Europe, specifically Portuguese, Spanish, Dutch, English and French 

became the languages of power. 
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With very few exceptions, there were no systematic attempts during the colonial era to 

use any African language in high-status functions, not even in domains such as secondary 

and tertiary education. 

In the wake of political independence Young (1989) and Alexander (1999) support the 

notion that, the black elite were faced with a cruel dilemma. The adoption of the ex

colonial languages as the 'official' languages of the respective independent or liberated 

countries fell into three different categories. Politically, it was said that the choice of any 

indigenous language would unleash a separate dynamic which would destabilise the 

mostly plurilingual African states. The second-best option was, therefore, to continue 

using the colonial language which, at the very least, was accepted by everyone and would 

not facilitate disruption and discontinuity. From having been the language of the 

oppressor, English, for example, became the language of national unity and of national 

liberation. 

From an economic and technical point of view, the use ofthe ex-colonial language made 

sense because they were already in existence in the countries concerned. Through the 

overt and covert links between ex-colony and 'mother country' a language infrastructure 

was developed. A pool of skills was set up in the form of appropriate books, dictionaries, 

registers, publishers, printers, trained professionals of all kinds as well as discourses and 

traditions which would be both costly and unnecessary to imitate and duplicate in any of 

the African languages claims Alexander (1999). 

The counter argument presented by Young (1989) to the above was the problem of 

culture and how best it could have been maintained and developed in its various forms 

through a common language. The debilitating language attitudes that prevail throughout 

the continent are typical of the vast majority of African people as they emerged out of the 

formal colonial era. Alexander (1999: 5) points out that these attitudes could not have 

been sustained if they were not integral to, and reinforced by, the political economy of 

the neo-colonial state. From this he concludes that in the post colonial situation, the 

linguistic hierarchy built into the colonial system led to knowledge of the conquerors' 
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language becoming a vital component of the 'cultural capital' of the neo-colonial elite. It 

was and remains their knowledge of English and /or French that sets them apart from the 

vast majority of the African compatriots and which keeps them and their offspring in the 

privileged middle and upper classes. 

Pierre Bourdieu among others (1999: 10) has refined the sociological analysis of this 

phenomenon as it manifests itself in both multi- and monolingual societies, so that, today, 

we have a very clear understanding of the intersection of language policy, language 

practice and socio-economic realities, including socio-economic stratification. The 

question to pose is the extent to which these elites cynically deny the realisation that for 

the overwhelming majority of 'their' people, the type of proficiency in the relevant 

European, or world, language that would empower them is unattainable under present 

conditions. The alternative argument to this, according to Alexander (1999), is the 'lack 

of political will' among African leaders when it comes to improving the status of African 

languages in their countries and the modernisation of these languages. The debate is 

ongoing and is relevant because of the developments in South Africa. 

2.3 South Africa's Language Policy 

Bloch maintains (1998: 30) that South Africa's education system prior to 1994 had a 

divided language policy which forced African-language speaking children to learn 

through mother tongue up to Std 5(grade 7) until 1976. Then there was a sudden switch 

to 50% of subjects in Afrikaans and 50% of subjects in English. 

After the Soweto uprisings in 1976, the government changed its language policy and 

mother tongue was enforced to the end of Std 2(grade 4). Schools could then choose 

English or Afrikaans medium throughout. Most schools chose the English medium. Other 

children either learned through their mother tongue throughout schooling, or had 

systematic bilingual English/ Afrikaans education. 
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The inequalities in teacher training, curriculum content and resources were further 

exasperated by the language policy which contributed greatly to the differences m 

educational quality which people had to endure under apartheid, claims Bloch (1998). 

The new constitution since 1996 recognises that (PANS ALB 1999: 1 0): 

• Our cultural diversity is a national asset and that multilingualism, the development of 

the African languages and respect for all languages in the country must be promoted 

as part of building a non-racial South African nation. 

For real democracy, people need to feel they can use their home language in society. 

This does not, of course mean that 11 languages have to be used everywhere, but that 

decisions have to be taken about which languages are best suited to particular situations, 

reports Bloch and Pludderman (1998). 

In line with the new constitution, in July 1997, the then Minister of Education, professor 

Sibusiso Bengu announced a new language policy for schools, after a two-year 

consultation process. 

The policy deals with: 

• Admission requirements 

• Languages of learning and teaching 

• Requirements for languages as subjects 

• The protection of individual rights 

However, the implementation of these ideals remams a challenge. Crucial to the 

government's quest to transform education in South Africa has been the question of how 

to shape the new from the old. As Pendlebury (1998:333) warns: ''Neither policy nor 

practice is ever written on a clean slate." 

Another issue of concern for government is that policies are developed and implemented 

within the context of a particular set of values, pressures and constraints. Because of 

these factors, much can go amiss between conceptualisation of a policy, its formulation 
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and implementation. International research highlights the difficulty of using state policy 

to change what happens in schools. Mandated change, even when it is positive, often fails 

because it ignores the culture and context of the schools where change is meant to occur, 

suggests Motala & Mundadi (1999). 

For policy to have a chance of success, sufficient people must be persuaded that it is 

right, necessary and implementable. Almost any educational policy will fail if it does not 

have the support of two essential constituencies: those who are expected to benefit from it 

and those who are expected to implement it. This means that both parents and teachers 

need to be convinced that a partnership between the school and the home will benefit all 

concerned particularly the learner (Motala & Mundadi 1999). 

Darling-Hammond (1990) makes the following observations of teacher's perceptions of 

policy changes. She proposes that, firstly, meaningful discussion and extensive 

professional development at all levels of the system are critical components of policy 

initiatives. She recommends that directives are not enough for teachers to change their 

teaching methods. Secondly, policies do not land in a vacuum; they land on top of other 

policies. Thirdly, teachers teach what they know. If policymakers want to change 

teaching, they must pay attention to teacher knowledge. 

And if they are to attend to teacher knowledge, they must look beyond curriculum 

policies to those policies that control teacher education and certification, as well as 

ongoing professional development, supervision and evaluation ( cf Chapter 5). 

2.4 The ANC's role in the Language Policy 

The ANC's proposal of eleven official languages was similar to their earlier "no official 

language" approach. They did not want to be seen to give special status to Afrikaans 

above the African languages, nor did they want to allienate the Afrikaans constituency by 

demoting Afrikaans. 
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Whilst all nine "major" African languages have been made official languages at the 

national level, the extent to which these languages are used at government levels are 

devolved to the regional level, argues Alexander (1999). 

The agreement gives de jure official status to the eleven languages but does not specify 

what this means in practical and justiciable terms. The impact of the new policy on the 

regions has revealed a considerable difference between the language policies enacted by 

the various regional authorities, suggests Pludderman (2000). 

Crawhall (1992: 1) observes that "the various positions of principle on language policy" 

are open to considerable negotiation. Language policy history and practice cannot be 

understood in isolation from the circumstances. The Nationalists and the ANC have come 

to share a vocabulary of "multilingualism" and "language rights", but their reasons for 

using this vocabulary and their interpretation of these terms differ considerably. 

The new language policy was a compromise between the ANC and the Nationalists, 

which through its vagueness, allowed various groups to claim victory, and deferred 

making specific decisions. Pludderman (2000) has noted that strictly regulated language 

policies, which rest on hierarchical relationships between languages, are usually linked to 

forms of nationalism and discrimination. Perhaps the very looseness of the current 

language policy agreed on by the ANC and the Nationalists, which was the result of 

attempts to accommodate competing interests, will be conducive to fluidity and 

dynamism in language use. 

The ANC's commitment to the principles of choice and non-regulation in language 

policy has left schools with the right to choose their own language agenda. This poses the 

question of how this is taking place at present in schools. How, in fact do regions and 

schools decide on their languages of choice? And how will this affect the teachers and 

their learners in the classroom? 
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The shift to the advocacy of multilingual language policy and medium of instruction 

policies draws most of its arguments from foreign contexts. They refer to research in 

African countries which correlates poor educational pass rates with the use of non

indigenous languages as media of instruction, claims Heugh ( 1993: 7-1 0). They also draw 

heavily on the work of Tollefson and Skuttnab-Kangas (1998: 4-6) who argue that 

language policy is a key means of discrimination against minority groups in Western 

countries. 

The National Language Project (NLP) proposes language in education policies, which 

would promote proficiency in two languages as a minimum, but preferably three. They 

argue that the target languages should all be used as media of instruction, ideally 

throughout the school system, suggests Heugh (1992: 3). 

The considerable consensus around the promotion of multilingualism, evident in all 

parties' agreement that bilingualism is a minimum requirement, obscures the differences 

between parties as to how they envisage the details of future political structures and 

syllabus and classroom practice. 

2.5 Language Policy orientations 

The selection of multilingualism over monolingualism, together with the principle of 

equal status of 11 languages highlights the direction of language policy which embodies 

the principles of equality and democracy. Ruiz (1988: 40) offers a way of viewing 

language from three different theoretical positions, viz. language as a problem, language 

as a right, and language as a resource. 

2.5.1 Language as a problem 

This orientation is present in societies where the ruling ideology is segregation and or 

assimilation. The response to de facto multilingualism is to promote a language policy 
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based on monolingualism i.e. the elevation of the language of the ruling class, argues 

Ruiz (1988). 

Pan South African Language Board (P ANSALB 1999) is of the opinion that as South 

Africa is still emerging from a lengthy period of segregation, the notion that language 

policy based on the view that languages other than Afrikaans and English are problems 

still prevails. With the emergence of the new ruling elite, language as a problem 

continues to prevail. However, it is manifested through assimilationist tendencies. 

Teachers experience this in their classrooms when dealing with diverse linguistic groups. 

Explanation of concepts in African languages is often seen as a problem especially in 

Mathematics and the natural Sciences. In the case of tests and examinations, problems 

arise with regard to translating into the mother tongue from English. 

2.5.2 Language as a right 

This orientation maintains PANSALB (1999) is consistent with those societies which 

place store on the principles of equality. South Africa's Constitution stipulates the 

development of a language policy and plans from within this view. 

The issue oflanguage as a right is critical in a country in which people's rights in the past 

were violated. One view subscribes to the notion that language rights can be guaranteed 

by viewing language as a right and language as a resource. In classrooms, pupils have the 

right to learn in the language of their choice, this is not always possible when teachers do 

not understand the learner's language. There needs to be a change of teaching and 

learning if classroom practices recognise language rights. 

2.5.3 Language as a resource 

P ANSALB (1999) maintains that language, as a resource is consistent with the principle 

of interdependence, where different communities/languages are seen to coexist 

interdependently. The value of each language and its speech community is acknowledged 

as part of the whole. The view that each language is a resource to the nation carries with 
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it the notion of the instrumental use of languages or functional multilingualism. Pupils 

and teachers bring to the classrooms a range of language resources which need to be 

tapped into to promote multilingual learning and teaching. 

2.6 A functional approach to multilingualism 

PANSALB (1999: 5) understands functional multilingualism from a democratic, non

discriminatory perspective. This is further understood as a term meaning that people use 

different languages in different parts of the country. Therefore, it makes functional sense 

to use the appropriate language/s when communicating. It means that government needs 

to identify the appropriate medium of communication, depending on who the audience 

happens to be. 

In terms of the broader society, if functional multilingualism were knitted into a national 

plan for (economic) development, it would identify when, where, which and how 

languages are currently used. It would indicate what further research is required to make 

better and more efficient use of languages, and further it would identify which other 

languages could profitably facilitate this process. An important component of functional 

multilingualism is that it requires responsible planning. 

2. 7 Multilingualism 

There are about 6000 languages used in about 200 countries which indicates that 

multilingualism is a global reality, although as David Crystal (1997: 360) points out: 

"The widespread impression that multilingualism is uncommon is promoted by 

government policies: less than a quarter of the world's nations give official recognition to 

two languages, ... and only six recognise three or more." Ingrid Gogolin (1993) refers to 

the monolingual habitus in which the general, Western perception about languages 

resides. P ANSALB (1999) argues that the political, economic and military success of the 

West has resulted in a superimposing of the monolingual habitus upon the multilingual 

countries it subjugated. 
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South Africa is in a particularly unusual position in that it has more official languages at a 

national level than any other country. The Constitution obliges government to effect this 

official status and use the P ANSALB to promote respect for other languages as well as to 

promote multilingualism and the development of languages in general. This obligation 

places South Africa at the forefront of international language policy development, which 

presents an exciting opportunity for breaking new ground internationally. 

2.8 Multilingualism in South Africa 

South Africa is multilingual, which means that many languages are used in the country in 

various contexts and for various purposes. Most people are able to use more than one 

language; many people are able to use several languages, maintains PANSALB (1999). 

Language use across the entire continent of Africa has similarities with that in South 

Africa. People are motivated to learn other languages when they need to communicate for 

reasons, which relate to trade and economic activities. Languages used more widely or by 

larger speech communities tend to be used as link languages or lingua francas. 

2.9 The value of multilingualism 

PANSALB (1999) maintains that the constitution offers us an opportunity to reclaim the 

value of linguistic pluralism in South Africa, and in so doing to rediscover a hidden store 

of knowledge. This process has numerous advantages for the South African society as a 

whole. The assets of those people who have access to indigenous knowledge and 

language systems, including South African Sign Language, and who are multilingual, 

will be revalued. 
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2.10 The relationship between multilingualism and a national development plan 

Finally, the language communities need to become empowered and need to recognise the 

social, educational and economic potential of their languages, claims PANSALB (1999), 

if multilingualism is to take root as a positive force in this country. Scholars who have 

analysed policy and implementation processes on the continent point to the tensions 

which arise where, for instance, language-in-education policies do not match those of the 

national plan for development. What tends to happen is that the national (economic) plan 

usually subverts the language-in-education plan, as has frequently happened in Africa, 

where the promotion of the use of African languages in education is undermined by the 

requirement of proficiency in the ex-colonial language for positions of national political 

and economic power, argues Alexander (1999). 

Several scholars (Alexander 1999: 18; PANSALB 1999: 15) on the continent also point 

to the link between the failure of Africa "to develop" and the implementation of Western 

oriented language policies, which ignore the multilingual reality of the continent. They 

also point to the link between the allocation of development aid and monolingually 

impelled language-in-education policies. 

2.11 The underdevelopment of African Languages and the South African debate 

The struggle in Africa according to Alexander (1999: 14) is the dispute between those 

people who realise for the next few generations "there is no hope of English becoming 

the universal second language of the people of the continent and those on the other hand, 

who cynically or even sincerely promote the illusion that it is possible." 

Tollefson's paradox (1991: 7) poses the notion that inadequate language competence is 

not due to poor texts and materials, learner's motivation, inadequate learning theories and 

teaching methodologies. Instead, language competence remains a barrier to employment, 

education and economic well being due to political forces of our own making. 
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For while modem social and economic systems require certain kinds of language 

competence, they simulanteously create conditions which ensure that vast numbers of 

people will be unable to acquire that competence. A central mechanism by which this 

process occurs is language policy. 

Alexander is of the opinion (1999) that besides the basic feature of the political economy 

of modem industrial society there is the historical fact that there are simply not enough 

proficient speakers of the English language in any African country, not excepting South 

Africa itself, to replicate the conditions of some of the countries of Britain's 'old colonial 

Empire' such as Canada, Australia, New Zealand, the Caribbean Islands and the USA. 

On the contrary, there are those people in South Africa who demand that access to 

English becomes the right of all those who want it, precisely, because such access is the 

key to power at certain levels of South African society as it is structured at present, 

maintains Alexander (1999). 

It is due to the understanding of the relationship between underdevelopment, poverty, 

undemocratic political regimes and language policy that South Africa is committed to a 

policy of promoting multilingualism and the modernising of the African languages. 

This is a revival of the Organisation of African Unity (OAU) Language Plan of Action 

for Africa which was written in 1986 (Alexander 1999). 

Alexander (1999: 28) traces the past fifteen years of development of language planning 

and policy by describing it as 'language planning from below'. He claims that the first 

five or six years was conducted semi-underground in NGOs and people's organisations 

which were mobilising constituencies around the language question consciously with a 

view to changing the status of the African languages and of Afrikaans. Pludderman 

(2000) maintains that the most important feature of the new LiEP with regard to language 

medium is its commitment to an additive bilingualism approach as the desirable norm in 

all South African schools. 
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This implies, firstly, a commitment to what used to be called 'mother-tongue instruction' 

i.e. Ll-medium education, under the most favourable circumstances; secondly, parallel

medium schools in most situations, for economic as well as political and cultural 

('nation-building') reasons; thirdly, dual-medium schools as the ideal, certainly for the 

next two or three generations, i.e., until such time as the African languages can hold their 

own with English and Afrikaans in high-status functions throughout the economy and the 

society. It also implies that single-medium educational institutions which are funded from 

the public purse in whole or part will in future be the exception, not the rule, in South 

Africa. 

Alexander (1999) points out the significant political implication in the South African 

context of the additive bilingualism approach to language in education. This derives from 

the fact that under the apartheid regime, so-called mother-tongue instruction had been 

used to indoctrinate black schoolchildren with a racist curriculum for social inferiority, an 

experiment that came to a catastrophic end with the children's rebellion, the Soweto 

Uprising of 1976. 

As a result, besides the hatred for Afrikaans which Bantu education generated among 

black people, and the corollary orientation towards English as the language of power, of 

'unity' and of 'liberation', L1-medium education came to be equated in the minds of 

most black people with inferiority and racial ghettoisation. It is this baneful legacy of 

apartheid, next to the lack of political will among the leadership of the country, which is 

the greatest impediment to the implementation of a successful policy of multilingualism, 

multilingual education and even of the modernisation of the African languages at the 

macro-linguistic level of planning argues Alexander ( 1999). 

Pludderman (2000) adds to the language debate by stating that beyond its commitment to 

an additive bilingualism approach, the new LiEP makes it abundantly clear that there is 

no single correct approach to the language medium question. 
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The apparent opening, or weakness, in the policy document has been taken as an 

opportunity by some scholars to question, and by others positively to undermine, the very 

foundations of the policy. In regard to the language-medium issue, the President's 

Education Initiative Reports highlights two basic options which the new South Africa 

faces: 

• Allocating substantial resources to promoting added bilingualism by : 

-advocating the advantages of additive bilingualism 

-the provision of books and materials in the indigenous languages of South Africa and 

ensuring that teachers in the lower primary are fluent in the primary languages of the 

pupils in their classes. 

-the establishment of linguistically homogenous schools 

• Accepting the growing use of English as language of instruction at all levels of 

the schools system and promoting the conditions requisite for effective teaching 

and learning through English 

Alexander ( 1999) maintains that both of the above two approaches have limitations and 

contradict the existing language in education legislation, as they would be deemed as 

unconstitutional. 

2.12 The South African Schools Act 

Other policy changes are designed to intersect with the language policy. One of these is 

the South African Schools Act (1996), in terms of which the school's governing body 

shall determine the language policy of the school. On the circular front, Curriculum 

2005/0BE is somewhat less convincing in its support for 'additive bilingual/multilingual 

models of education', as these are given 'apparent lip-service', claim Du Toit et al. 

(1997:5). Du Toit et al. (1997) express concern that the references to language of learning 

(in the singular) and the absence of any affirmation of 'the cognitive role of the primary 

language' appear to signal the government's lack of commitment to overcoming 'the 

deficit model of the past'. 
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Pludderman (2000) suggests that it is open to conjecture whether schools would pick up 

on such inconsistencies in government policy, and to what extent their governing bodies 

are studying the policy documents closely for guidance with regard to their own language 

plans. He concludes that without a concerted implementation strategy on the part of 

provincial education authorities, together with Non-governmental Organisations (NGOs) 

(as is the case with the Gauteng Ministry), to empower school governing bodies, the latter 

will go the way of least resistance and delay taking difficult decisions on Language of 

learning and teaching (LoL T) and on teacher appointments. 

The Western Cape Education Department (WCED), by supporting certain initiatives such 

as the projected in-service training of subject advisors in respect of the appropriate 

strategies for multilingual classes and the distribution to all schools of the PRAESA 

Family Guide to Multilingual education, amongst other materials, has begun to show 

practical commitment to the implementation of the new language-in-education policy. 

However, it remains unclear to what extent schools are actually affected by the new 

language policy. 

2.13 The Importance of Home Language 

An important underlying principle is to maintain home language/s while providing access 

to the effective acquisition of additional language/s. Hence the department's position is 

that an additive approach to multilingualism is to be seen as the normal orientation of the 

LiEP. The right to choose the language of teaching is vested in the individual. This right, 

however, has to be exercised within the overall framework of the obligation on the 

education system to promote multilingualism (Pludderman 2000). 
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2.14 Further concerns with the implementation of multilingualism in classrooms 

The following points are of importance: 

• The training of teachers to teach through the medium of any one or more of the 

languages in a school. 

• Books have to be produced and translated to allow for accumulation of literature and 

literacy materials within the next ten years 

• Regional and national languages for communication 

• Theoretical versus the practical implications of our language policy 

For teachers to promote multilingualism there is a need to explain the value of using 

multilingual texts and to encourage teachers to learn at least the basics of an African 

language in the region. Teachers cannot be expected to change their methods without 

knowledge and understanding of multilingualism and the possibilities of it in their 

classes. 

English is rapidly becoming entrenched in South Africa (media, government and 

business). The majority of citizens of SA see English as a foreign language. 

Alexander (1996:86) points out: 

" No nation has ever thrived or reached great heights of economic and cultural 

development if the vast majority of its people are compelled to communicate in a second 

or even third language." 

Maartens (1998:38) reminds us that as a result of the official language policies over the 

years, most African people attach little value to their mother tongue. 

He further shows the mismatch between the multicultural policy of official 

documentation and actual language practice in present government, education and 

business sectors. This is further reiterated by the claims made by Kamwangamalu (2000: 

54) who expresses concern that the constitutional principles do not seem to have made 

any progress towards promoting the status of the African languages. This he justifies with 
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the abundant use of English in the media and institutions of SA. The concern by both 

researchers is that incentives are needed to learn African languages and this could be 

achieved by promoting the status of these languages through material gains. 

Kamawangamalu (2000) is of the opinion that the promotion of African languages is 

largely being taken up by people who do not speak the languages. 

2.15 Policy and practice in Western Cape schools 

The Western Cape's language policy is taken directly from the National Policy document 

of 1997. This implies that the region is presently promoting additive bilingualism. The 

dominant languages at school level are English and Afrikaans with a minority of Xhosa 

speakers. 

There is a group of subject advisors presently addressing the incorporation of 

examination papers in Xhosa. There is a shortage of Xhosa teachers in the region 

(Pludderman 2000). 

2.16 Conclusion 

In this chapter the following issues were discussed: Language polices are never neutral 

and are usually intertwined with other polices. South Africa's language policy is 

symbolic in nature since it acknowledges the value of 11 official languages. The way in 

which schools interpret and implement the new LiEP will depend on the availability of 

resources. The promotion of the African languages will depend on the leadership of 

African leaders. The promotion of multilingualism will also need strong leadership. The 

language policy can not be seen in isolation, it is dependent on international influences 

and trends as well as political, social and economic factors which all have an affect on its 

successful implementation in education. This leads to the role of the teachers in 

implementing multilingualism in their classes. The question remains: 

How can it be promoted to benefit the learners? 
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Chapter Three: Research Methodology and Design of Present Study 

3.1 Introduction 

In this chapter an attempt will be made to give an account of the specific methodology of 

the qualitative research suitable for a small scale case study. A secondary school in the 

Western Cape was chosen as a case study to observe the multilingual programme in the 

junior classes. Observation was made of the language policy in its developmental phases 

by recording the views of teachers, parents and learners. A class of multilingual learners 

who were struggling with the English medium of instruction were interviewed and their 

views were noted as they displayed a variety of learning techniques. The school was 

chosen for its diversity of participants in a process of dynamic change. 

3.2 Qualitative Methodology 

Qualitative research is classified by Schumacher and McMillan (1993:371) as an 

interactive field research which describes and analyses people's individual and collective 

social action, beliefs, thoughts and perceptions. As a naturalistic inquiry, it uses non

interfering data collection strategies to discover the natural flow of events and processes 

and how participants interpret them. The main characteristics of this methodology are 

described below. 

3.2.1 Characteristics of Qualitative Research 
3.2.1.1 

Bogdan states (1992: 29) that qualitative research has the natural setting as the direct 

source of data and the researcher is the key instrument. In this particular study, I spent 

time in a school, recording, observing lessons, interviewing teachers, learners, parents 

and senior managers. The setting had to be understood in the context of the history of the 

school and the human behaviour within the school is significantly influenced by the 

setting in which it occurs. 
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3.2.1.2 

As qualitative research is descriptive, the data collected at the school was in the form of 

words or pictures rather than numbers. The written results of the research contain 

quotations from the data to illustrate and substantiate the presentation. The articles were 

usually anecdotal and the written form was narrative. 

3.2.1.3 

Qualitative researchers are concerned with process rather than simply with outcomes or 

products. In this case I was concerned with the process of the implementation of a 

multilingual programme and describing its development. 

3.2.1.4 

Qualitative researchers tend to analyse their data inductively. The qualitative researcher 

plans to use part of the study to learn what the important questions are. He or she does 

not assume that enough is known to recognise important concerns before undertaking the 

research. In researching the multilingual policy at the school, many questions arose from 

the data which had to be recorded and validated to make sense. 

3.2.1.5 

Bogdan (1992:22) claims that meaning is of essential concern to the qualitative 

approach. Researchers who use this approach are interested in the ways different people 

make sense out of their lives. In other words, Bogdan (1992: 33) states that qualitative 

researchers are concerned with what are called participant perspectives. Much dialogue is 

entailed to understand how the participants perceive their reality. From this arises 

meaning and it can be multidimensional. In this research various viewpoints were 

recorded and much interaction occurred to gather the meaning of the multilingual policy 

in practice. 
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3.3 Research Design of present study 

3.3.1 Research Setting 

In setting out, the concept multilingualism posed problems and confusion within the 

Ocean View community. Clarification of this concept needed to be done by structuring 

interviews to gage teachers, learners and parents' views and then to investigate how the 

school's multilingual programme was being implemented in practice. 

During the investigation, there were problems being raised by teachers concerning 

learners whose home language was not English. The investigation then took a new 

direction and focused on the problems encountered by learners whose home language 

was not English and teachers' experiences of language issues in the classroom. 

Four language options were introduced as Electives (third language option) to grade 8s in 

September 1999. This was called the 'multilingual programme initiative' by the principal. 

Parents enrolling new pupils at the school for 2000 could choose from Xhosa, 

Portuguese, French and German. The introduction of the new languages depended on the 

pop~larity of the courses. The decision to introduce more languages was made after a 

survey and parents opted for Xhosa, French and German. 

The small scale case study was selected because it was practical, manageable and would 

generate rich sources of data. It was chosen as it was the most suitable for the time 

constraints of this investigation. The case study also gave me the opportunity to follow a 

process of development where more languages were being offered and diverse cultures 

were learning in the same environment. 
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3.3.2 Ocean View Secondary's multilingual programme initiative 

The secondary school in the Western Cape, (original names have been omitted for 

confidentiality purposes Schumacher & Mcmillan 1993) Ocean View Secondary began a 

"multilingual programme" in January 2000. The school displays characteristics of a 

multilingual environment and the three official languages of the region are taught at 

various levels within the curriculum. It is an English medium school offering English as a 

First Language (compulsory); Afrikaans as First Language (optional); Afrikaans as a 

compulsory Second Language and Xhosa as an optional Third Language. German and 

French were introduced at the beginning of this year to Grade 8s as optional subjects. The 

principal Mr Baker attended the bi-annual conference of the International Confederation 

of Principals in August 1999. One of the striking features which he believed had to be 

addressed at the school was: 

" The teaching of multilingualism. It was an accepted norm in most developed countries. 

For example, all Finn's study four languages and usually more! We open our minds to a whole 

new dimension ofthinking and experiences with the use of another language. Unwittingly, at this 

school we are depriving our pupils of these opportunities with only English, Afrikaans and 

Xhosa. What if we offered French, German, Spanish, Japanese, etc. as two year courses in grades 

8 and 9?" 

Parents of grade 7 learners were given an enrolment form in September 1999 for the 

subject choices for 2000.English and Afrikaans were compulsory but there was a choice 

for the Third Language selection. They could choose one language as a third language 

from German, French, Portuguese and Xhosa. 

"Third languages in grade 8 are aimed at providing pupils with communicative 

knowledge of the language. Topics or situations that can be applied easily outside the classroom 

are studied. We also introduce the pupils to the country of the language and its culture. Pupils 

must not have studied the language before as we start with the basics." 
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Parents were reminded that "it may not be possible to accommodate all requests, because 

of limited space and equipment. Should your request pose a problem, the school will 

contact you before the end of October." 

There were not enough requests for Portuguese and this subject was dropped. It was 

announced to the staff in September 1999 that the school would embark on a multilingual 

programme in January of 2000 for the junior classes starting in grade 8 and continuing 

into grade 9 the following year. 

The principal also has a vision of making the school part of the "global village" and 

extending the school so that it meets the challenges of globalisation. His aim is to provide 

the learners with languages that will equip them to meet the requirements of the business 

sector and the international market. 

Whilst the LiEP sets out a directive for "additive bilingualism" and the "promotion of 

multilingualism", the way in which this particular school manages its multilingual 

programme in practice forms a relevant study for the investigation of multilingualism. 

The way in which the participants perceive this phenomenon and their attitudes to this 

phenomenon will be highlighted to show the discrepancies between the official language 

policy and the way it is implemented in practice. 

3.3.3 Subjectivity 

The written word is very important in recording data. I have taken note of jokes, cues, 

and gestures. However, I am aware of bias and the influences of my own subjectivity in 

this methodology. Bogdan (1992:38) suggests that the researcher record detailed notes, 

which include reflections on one's own subjectivity contributing to important discoveries 

for the field. This I did continuously in my field notes and journal. 
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The researcher should limit the observer's bias but not eliminate them by acknowledging 

and taking into account one's own biases as a method of dealing with them. Methods are 

largely subjective as they rely heavily upon the investigator's skills of observation and 

interpretation to provide valid information. 

The main measurement tool for collecting data is the investigator him/herself. The design 

emerges as the research progresses. One should be careful of judgements, hypotheses or 

preconceptions as these may distort what the researcher sees, and hence the emphasis is 

on recording the total situation without superimposing one's own value system. Brumfit 

(1990: 29) argues that we cannot limit observation to what can be measured. Burgess 

(1988: 30) adds that a flexible research design with a range of research methods can bring 

distinct advantages to a project. Eisner (1990: 45) concludes that qualitative inquiry can 

be used to explore the boundaries, limits and possibilities of our own learning from 

experience. 

3.3.4 Multimethod Strategies 

The inquiry has used multimethod strategies to gather data and to record "lived 

experiences" of role players. This method was chosen as it enabled me to gather data 

from diverse sources. 

3.3.4.1 Ethnographic Interviews 

Ethnographic interviewing according to Marshall (1995: 81) is based on the discipline of 

cognitive anthropology which elicits the cognitive structures guiding participants' 

worldviews. Questions are used to gather cultural data and result in rich narratives. Data 

was collected from interviews with a small sample of parents, teachers and learners in the 

school, Ocean View Secondary who represented various cultures. (See appendix 7 & 10) 

3.3.4.2 Documents 

Documents include: policy documents of the national government, PANSALB'S views 

on the promotion of multilingualism, The family guide to understanding the language 
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policy, Ocean View's language policy document, as well as training manuals for 

educators which included multilingual activities for classrooms and reports on the 

problems and possibilities of multilingualism in the Western Cape. 

3.3.4.3 Semi-structured interviews 

A semi-structured interview was held with the principal. Three parents, five teachers and 

five learners were selected by purposeful sampling techniques to explore the perceptions 

of the community on the language issues and their input towards multilingualism. 

(See Appendices 5,6 & 7) 

3.3.5 Planning Phase and Data Collection 

The research followed phases in which data collection and analysis could strategically be 

completed. The planning phase began within the school in which I had access to key 

informants and data. The school had implemented a multilingual programme in January 

2000. The nature of this programme and the way in which it was to be managed proved 

interesting to the investigation of language policy in practice. The LiEP stipulates that 

secondary pupils in Grades 8 and 9 should pass one of the two approved languages taken 

and that pupils in Grades 10 to 12 should pass two languages one of them being an 

official language. The problem has been the choice and the process of choosing the 

second language and the school's options for language learning. In the Western Cape, 

English and Afrikaans have dominated as the official languages. 

I decided to select a group of Xhosa pupils who were offered their primary language as a 

third language yet they displayed multilingual abilities in the classroom with their 

teacher. However, their primary language was offered at a third language level which 

resulted in inflated results, but taking English as a First Language their performance was 

below the standard average. I decided after an inquiry of the multilingual abilities of the 

learners to select a group of pupils from Grade Eleven who displayed multilingual 

abilities and to report the phenomenon as it took place in a natural setting, namely in the 

Xhosa and English classes respectively. 
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I interviewed the principal and the deputy principal to gain access to their views and 

attitudes to the phenomenon of multilingualism. I then interviewed the parents of the 

Governing Body to acquire their perspective of the phenomenon. Access to documents 

and the school's official LiEP and how it was formulated and implemented also formed 

part of the sampling process. 

Beyond the site of investigation, I also conducted semi-structured interviews with subject 

advisors and policy developers for languages in the Western Cape to gain access to the 

policy documents for this study. 

The data collection began with the school's official documents from the Western Cape 

(pertaining to multilingualism) acquired from the secretary and the school's filing system. 

An informal interview began with the principal by inquiring about the multilingual 

programme that was started at the beginning of the year. He commented on the lack of 

support and development from the department to promote multilingualism. He had taken 

his own initiative with the project. 

Observations of lessons and the interaction of learners in a multilingual setting with their 

peers and teachers took place from April2000. Some classes were more multilingual than 

others and they were selected because they provided more information of the multilingual 

learning and teaching process. The following description was taken from my observation 

of a lesson: 

"The lesson was an hour in length with the Xhosa teacher and 14 pupils. I recorded the 

lesson and made notes of behaviour and speech patterns. The class sat facing the teacher who 

spoke in three languages simultaneously: Xhosa when reading, Afrikaans when greeting pupils 

and English when translating for the English pupils. The atmosphere was relaxed and informal. 

The information elicited in this lesson was most informative. It conveyed the natural flow of ideas 

and was bubbly and spontaneous. The class was uninhibited and welcoming allowing me to feel 

relaxed and at ease. One had the opportunity of listening to various languages and to observe 

speaking, listening, reading and writing skills. There was a lot of interaction in the class amongst 

the pupils and the teacher." 
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I decided to use a number of strategies. The first was the ethnographic interviews, which 

were open-response questions to obtain data of participant's meanings. 

Participation observation was used for its practical usage in my present situation at a 

multilingual school. This enabled me the opportunity to obtain people's perceptions of 

reality expressed in their actions, and expressed as feelings, thoughts and beliefs. 

Observation being an active process includes muted cue, facial expressions, gestures, 

tone of voice and other unverbalised social interactions which suggest the subtle 

meanings of language. Participants' stories, anecdotes and myths -such which are found 

in the staff room or in the pupil's corridors, indicate the context of the participants and 

how they construct the different realities of their lives. 

I conducted focus group interviews with pupils and their experience in the classroom. I 

selected a group of pupils from a Grade Eleven class. 

Most of the data collected in this manner was limited due to the inability of pupils to 

express themselves in English. It resorted to handing out sheets and pupils filling out 

information about language preferences and attitudes to language learning in general. The 

information here was primarily factual (See Appendix 4). 

A discussion led by myself in a carefully predetermined and sequenced in an 

understandable and logical way was later conducted. This enabled a natural, spontaneous 

discussion of events and experiences of the participants. The aim was to find out as much 

as possible about group member's experiences of and feelings on multilingualism. The 

group also showed some learning difficulties in an English medium environment and it 

proved interesting to understand their experiences of the LiEP especially from a cultural 

viewpoint with its cultural values and styles of thinking. 

The group of Xhosa speakers in Grade Eleven who were learning the primary language as 

a third language and their attitude to other languages in the school, formed part of the 
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focus group. The English teachers and their experience of teaching English in 

multilingual classrooms also provided information of the phenomenon. This information 

was particularly subjective as I recorded the following from a frustrated English teacher: 

"There must be separation of first and second language speakers. You find the second 

language speakers struggle with basic concepts. Why does the school not offer second language 

English as in the case of Afrikaans? Support from the department and training is needed ... " 

A group of parents and their views of multilingual learning and teaching was also 

investigated to gain information. 

Questions were asked in a semi-structured way and answers were written down in note 

form. The information tended to be coherent and clear as it was recorded under headings 

in which views were quickly categorised. This assisted in prevention of rambling as time 

was running out towards the end of the year. 

Typical responses from parents about the school's language policy was positive as they 

wanted their child/children to be able to speak many languages. 

I also kept field notebooks from April 2000 year in which I recorded the problems, 

attitudes and commitments to teachers at the selected school. The learners' views to 

multilingual learning and teaching as well as parents' comments were recorded in my 

notebooks and these formed the bulk of my research. 

"Today, the question arose concerning my studies and I chatted about the study of 

multilingualism. Views were expressed freely about the difficulty of using different languages 

and the accessibility of English ... " 

Keeping a notebook enabled me to record daily events without people being too formal in 

their response. It enabled me to collect data randomly and proved quite subjective when 

doing the final analysis. It assisted in reformulating old questions and to discover new 

ways of perceiving language learning. This type of information was mainly based on 

attitudes and opinions held by people in the school. 
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I attended two multilingual workshops in August 2000 and met with the subject advisors 

of the Western Cape. At the workshops I recorded notes on the attitudes of the teachers to 

multilingual teaching and was able to observe teachers at work in the workshop. 

Here I was able to write down notes and points from the facilitators and the information 

was quite factually based. On observing teacher's behaviour in-group work, there were 

many responses and the feelings towards the multilingual activities were written on the 

wall in two categories namely, positive and negative: 

"Scared, tense, uneasy, stupid, .. . 

Excited, stimulated, easy, open ... " 

This type of information showed some of the feelings of frustration that adults felt 

towards learning a new language. It was then explained to the teachers that many of our 

learners experienced these feelings of despondency daily in our classes at school. Ways 

in which to deal with this were then discussed in groups. 

3.3.6 Data Analysis 

After the interviews and data collection from the site, the next step was the identification 

of categories from which certain patterns and trends emerged. After leaving the site, 

notes and interpretations of the data took place. The completion was the analysis and the 

recording of the data. 

I used data-analysis when I analysed the data using files and index cards. Key words were 

highlighted with coloured marking pens using a coding system and then recorded on 

cards (See appendix 10). Themes and categories were written on sheets of paper and pasted 

on a board. 
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In cases where ambiguities and insufficient data were highlighted, key informants were 

contacted to verifY their statements and views. In some instances, cross-referencing was 

done to confirm statements and opinions. 

The patterns that emerged were cross-referenced with the literature in the theoretical 

framework to affirm findings and to determine the reliability of the data. One additional 

strategy used in this study was triangulating multiple sources of data. Marshall 

(1995:144) describes triangulation as the act ofbringing more than one source of data to 

bear on a single point. In this particular case, where multiple informants have been used 

to collect data, the triangulation was most useful. Triangulation was employed in these 

instances. A variety of data sources were used in data collection, techniques to collect 

those data and even investigators to explore the context. This was further used by cross

checking impressions and interpretations by theoretical triangulation where different 

theoretical perspectives were used in the analysis and interpretation of the same set of 

data. 

Throughout the study, findings were continuously checked for accuracy against the 

people and groups from which they were obtained. This checking was done at various 

stages and not only at the end. 

During the coding stage, summaries were made and the data was sorted into appropriate 

categories suggested by the key issues. The data was analysed in which categories were 

prioritised and the relationship between categories was examined to depict more 

accurately the underlying situation. (See Appendix 2 in chapter 1) 

On the basis of the analysis, interpretations were made and the meanings of the various 

aspects of the multilingual programme were made explicit. This occurred frequently 

when determining attitudes towards multilingualism. Most participants needed 

clarification on this term. This showed me that people did not understand the 

government's term policy, "multilingualism". 
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Until I used the term, "language" and simplified my terminology, teachers, learners and 

parents became more responsive. In analysing data, it was apparent that policy document 

terms needed to be rephrased and reworded to engage in meaningful discussions with 

people in the school. Furthermore, the status of African languages was proven to be 

secondary to the importance of European languages at the school. This was to be 

expected, as it is a Euro centric institution. 

3.3. 7 Conclusion 

In this chapter the research methodology was described and the case study was elaborated 

upon. Initially, the interviews were conducted informally and the data was gathered from 

files and documents. There was a negative response initially to the topic due to the lack 

of clarification of terminology. Most informants were very unsure about the meaning of 

multilingualism. The views expressed were emotive and quite explosive in cases. This 

was further complicated by the time constraints on personnel especially at the end of the 

year. I then decided to visit the PRAESA offices to gather more data on multilingual 

education and their handbook, Languages in our schools, provided me with clearer 

questions to use in interviews. 

The principal was also difficult to track down and his attitude to the language policy was 

that he was not a language specialist and he was rather reluctant to change his present 

policy on languages. He was, however, quick to suggest that I contact the Western Cape 

language specialist to discuss the issue. The aversion to discuss the language issues were 

quickly made by comments that the department made all the regulations. It was then 

decided to go to the teachers, learners and parents to view the topic and to conduct more 

group interviews. This did have a more positive result. As will be shown in the following 

chapter (cf chapter 4). 
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Chapter four: Presentation of Data Description at Ocean View Secondary School 

4.1 Introduction 

The aim of this chapter is to present the findings of the research and to make suggestions 

for teaching in multilingual classes. As one multilingual programmes' theme 

demonstrated, "Changing the classroom changing the world" it could be a matter of 

changing attitudes and practices as well. 

4.1.1 New Language Policy for Schools 

The new LiEP for public schools in South Africa is just over three years old at the time of 

writing ( cf chapter 2). The policy announced by education minister Bengu in July 1997 

was developed far more democratically than any of its predecessors and can safely be 

assumed to represent broad agreement on a sensitive issue. As Alexander (1996: 1) points 

out, the issue of medium of instruction in South Africa has always been explosive (cf2.3). 

The new policy centrally seeks to promote multilingualism as the optimal way of utilising 

the country's linguistic resources (DE 1997a). How teachers are coping with this 

challenge in their classrooms is identified below and suggestions for improved teaching 

in multilingual classes have been compiled. 

4.2 Language Policy of Ocean View Secondary 

4.2.1 A brief description of the school 

Ocean View Secondary is situated along the Atlantic seaboard and is probably the most 

magnificent setting for any secondary school. The school has 750 learners and a total of 

35 staff members who are employed by the state and the governing body respectively. 

There are 3 deputy principals and a principal who are assisted b¥ heads of houses and 

senior teachers. The governing body comprises parents, learners and teachers who are 

democratically elected by the school community. The school attracts learners from the 

peninsula and offers a curriculum with a variety of subject choices. 
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The school has a vision for providing excellent education to its learners. The school 

encourages close contact with the home and strives to develop each individual through 

specialised professional educators who are supported by a governing body. The school is 

committed to nurturing a challenging environment conducive to critical thinking and 

decision making. 

The school's mission statement follows: 

Ocean View Secondary believes in ... 

• a balanced and broad education open to all 

• the value and rights ofthe individual 

• the individual's responsibility to and for the community and the natural environment 

We are committed to ... 

• nurturing a challenging environment and conducive to critical thinking and decision making 

• striving towards excellence in all aspects of school life with consideration for individual and group 

potential 

• fostering a sense of co-operation and commitment 

• developing a relevant curriculum to meet the needs of a changing South Africa 

• creating opportunities for clarification of values and attitudes 

• providing compassionate support for all its members 

Core Values 

The non-negotiable core values are 

• the maintenance of an ethos throughout the school that is conducive to learning 

• honesty and integrity 

• respect for all people and all property 

• the need for all people associated with the school to be accountable for their actions 

• a willingness to adapt 

Exit outcomes for the 21st century 

The educational programme of the school is driven by a resolve to ensure that all learners 

leave the school equipped to function in the 21st Century. 
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The exit outcomes for our schoolleavers are: 

• Self directed learners who recognise the necessity for acquiring new knowledge and skills 

• Complex thinkers who think creatively, conceptualise and visualise 

• Supportive persons who build healthy personal relationships of 

concern and respect 

• Contributing citizens who promote values, practices and policies that improve the quality of life 

• Co-operative team members who work effectively together 

• Quality producers who exhibit ethical behaviour, are innovative and 

improve the work and learning environment 

• Confident and competent individuals who adapt to change, who work towards positive personal goals 

and who recognise personal strengths and weaknesses 

The above extract from the school's policy file shows no reference to the promotion of 

multilingualism but on a closer study, the school exhibits multilingual learners and 

teachers. 

4.2.2 Description of the School 

A survey taken by a grade 9 learner as an Expo project in May 2000 revealed that there 

was a diversity of languages spoken amongst the learners in that grade which on a closer 

investigation represented a cross-section of the school's population at Ocean View 

Secondary. This made it an interesting case study as it represented a school with a 

multilingual nature. 

English was the home language of 80% of the learners; 6% had Afrikaans as a home 

language; 3% Xhosa; 2% Zulu and 1% Sotho, German, Portuguese, Welsh or French as a 

home language. 

The school has a relaxed atmosphere with an air of excitement about it. It is a busy and 

active environment and the children have been described as friendly and sociable. There 

is a positive attitude amongst the learners to develop their social skills and they are keen 

to learn languages for communication. 
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In general, the school is pro languages and provides a platform for learners to share and 

express themselves through language by a variety of cultural activities. 

4.2.3 The Language Curriculum 

The language programmes have recently come under scrutiny as the community has 

changed since 1994. The open school's policy since 1994 has seen the gradual increase of 

Xhosa speaking learners who represent about 10 -15% of the school's population (cf 

1.1.1 ). There has also been an increase in Asian, European and South American pupils 

who represent a minority of the school. 

Grade 8 planning for year 2001 with the implementation of OBE has included 

discussions on assessments and outcomes but not multilingual approaches and methods. 

(See Appendix 9 & IO) It was suggested that Afrikaans as a compulsory language in the 

school be changed and include other options such as French, German and another African 

language such as Sotho or Zulu so as to accommodate the needs of parents and learners 

(cf 1.2). 
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4.3 Findings 

4.3.1 General problems experienced in multilingual classrooms 

Classes are mainstreamed and according to the principal, Mr Baker, learners can strive to 

better themselves by moving up a class. He also stated that as a school policy it assures 

parents that their children are being placed in a class most suitable to their learning style 

and pace: 

"It is the school's policy to mainstream learners and I inform parents that their 

child/children are placed in classes that meet their learning needs. It is imperative that 

children are placed in their respective classes according to marks. In June, marks are 

reviewed and classes are reshuffled according to the examination results. If you have any 

problem with that then come and see me about it personally." 

On further investigation, there was no written policy on this issue as there was in the case 

of the mission statement ( cf 4.2.1 above). 

Grading is done purely by marks and one of the outcomes has led to a competitive 

environment. Learners in the English classes display an interesting spread of First 

Language speakers in higher classes and Second Language Speakers and Foreigners 

being placed in the bottom classes. Academically, these bottom sets have been described 

by a senior teacher as ''the most disruptive and problematic" classes in the school: 

" You can't teach Mathematics in these classes, it is impossible. You spend three quarters 

of the period settling them and then they fall behind in the syllabus. But it works for the 

rest of the standard as the other classes function and at least these troublesome ones can't 

disrupt the others." 

Another teacher has commented on the "racial" composition of the language classes in 

which mainly Xhosa speakers dominate the bottom English classes. He claims that the 

learners are being divided indirectly along racial lines: 
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"Nearly all the bottom sets are darker in nature - surely this is a racial division. I feel that 

these classes are unfairly discriminatory. It doesn't seem right." 

The counter argument to the above is that teachers can pace their lessons better and teach 

the class at a set pace. This is important in Mathematics since the faster learners can 

move on at a quicker pace. In the language classes the issue was seen as more complex. 

English teachers with no or little expenence of teaching multilingual groups have 

expressed their "inadequacies", "frustrations" and "difficulties" with the bottom sets. 

In investigating these complaints of discipline problems and lack of motivation, I 

ventured to find out the languages within a grade 11 group which revealed a diversity and 

competencies in many languages. Those with remedial problems were also in this set but 

the majority had two, three and four pupils who could converse in four languages! 

This became an interesting class to observe for its multilingual nature. (See Appendix 12) 

However, one teacher's experience of this class was explosive: 

"There are too many racial issues in that group that need attention. The white children 

complain that the lessons are too easy and they dislike the Xhosa children's loudness 

when they speak their home language!" 

It has been a tendency in the school to make the bottom sets smaller in composition to 

assist learners individually. The class can also work at a slower pace and it provides the 

teacher and learners the opportunity to build a relationship. However, the teachers find 

these classes difficult to discipline causing anger, frustrations and tensions. Adding to this 

point is the argument that the teacher does not have the experience and skills to deal with 

these "difficult" learners. One teacher was adamant that Second Language be introduced: 
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"There must be separation of first and second language speakers definitely. You find the 

second language pupils struggle with basic concepts. They struggle with comprehensions 

and they don't know what is going on in the lesson. Then the first language speakers 

know the basics of their language and tension arises in the class. There is a huge 

discrepancy in the class. The basics of the second language learners are weak. This 

problem impinges on teaching because you don't know if you are pitching the lesson too 

high, or too low. For a lower set it may be too low then it is too fast or too slow. This 

disadvantages the learners." 

4.3.2 Language Classes Distribution 

Firstly, the assertion that all bottom set pupils were the most troublesome and disruptive 

and you cannot get them to work depended on a number of variables: personality types, 

teaching strategies and learning techniques. What emerged is that many of the learners in 

these classes displayed multilingual abilities and the teacher's inability to communicate 

via the primary language did pose an area of concern. A lack of basic English and 

illiteracy was also raised since the learners had not reached a level of proficiency in 

English (cf2.13& 2.14). 

Teaching pupils of other languages besides English did pose challenges to teachers and 

class observations revealed that certain lessons were more likely to obtain results than 

other types of lessons. 

Biology teacher: 

"I give extra classes for learners and go slowly. For examinations I have included a 

glossary with the Xhosa translation to assist the weaker pupils in the bottom set. In the 

past I have found that if I used a word and then wrote a similar term in a test, the Xhosa 

pupils could not decode the meaning so I try to use the same words in class and in tests 

and examinations. 
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I'm not very knowledgeable about language and often feel sorry for these Xhosa children 

-it must be very difficult for them. But I find that this group of grade lis work very hard 

and they make progress." 

4.3.3 Semester Classes for multilingual programme 

In the junior classes, the 6 months semester courses were too short. The introduction of 

French and German in Grade 8 was twice a week for one hour per lesson. The German 

teacher commented on this new innovation: 

"Since the beginning of the year, Ocean View has offered conversational German as one 

of the electives in grade 8. The main objective is to promote multilingualism amongst the 

South African youth as well as to introduce them to a foreign language. German is 

necessary for engineers. It is important for globalisation. I have found that the course is 

too short. I incorporate songs, dialogue, and usable phrases for travelling. The learners 

write a short piece and translate. Most of the learners are English so I try to use the target 

language but also use English.However, I do feel the need to extend the course to a whole 

year and not 6 months only. Otherwise, it has been wonderful experiencing the 

enthusiasm of the learners. Teaching a foreign language is always a challenge." 

The French teacher had this to report on her experience of the course: 

"French is fun! The French classes are small so everybody gets a chance to speak. We 

play a few games during the lessons to stimulate the learning process. There is plenty of 

practical work. You learn how to buy things in a shop (e.g. clothes), what to say to order 

food in a restaurant and understand directions." 

The suggestion to change the junior semester language classes was not met with approval 

from the principal and deputy principals. It would affect the timetable structure and this 

was a concern to all language teachers interviewed. 
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The language acquisition and learning was being affected by the timetable but 

bureaucratic constraints impinged on changes here. 

Parents were pleased with the foreign language options and one view of multilingualism 

was positively expressed: 

"This is an excellent idea. I remember, Katherine's trip overseas when she was in an 

international concert. The languages were phenomenal. Most people spoke three to four 

languages and it was incredible. Funnily enough the only people who did not know 

another language were the Chinese. There were two Chinese girls and they did not speak 

another language. Katherine recently sent off six letters one to Russia, two to China and 

the others to Europe ... " 

The conclusion here is that parents and learners were given the opportunity of many 

languages to promote multilingualism. Teachers were also given the challenge of 

teaching many languages, however, due to the variety of choices, courses had to be 

structured so as to incorporate all the needs. Something has to suffer to make way for 

something new in this particular case, time was the problem factor ( cf 2.15). 

4.3.4 Classroom practices 

4.3.4.1 Communication breakdown 

Teachers in multilingual classes express frustration at a situation in which they cannot 

communicate effectively with some of their learners. 

In a situation in which the teacher understands perhaps half a dozen words or phrases in 

Xhosa, and the learner knows only enough English or Afrikaans to follow the most basic 

instructions and to answer in monosyllables, interaction between teacher and learner is 

necessarily stunted: 
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Teacher B claimed that the Second language learners become disillusioned, they are 

always one step behind. It is doing the child a disservice: 

"I tell them to read Rose & Purkis to find out the literal and figurative terms. They 

struggle with the basics. So I think the language policy stinks. It is terrible. If you put a 

Xhosa into a first language stream- they do poorly in content. They don't understand." 

(cf2.5) 

Learners need a lot of scaffolding if they are to say anything at all in their additional 

language. This makes for painfully slow communication at times. More often than not, 

the teacher's perception that learners will not be able to answer in more than one or two 

words, leads to a teacher-dominated approach to learning. 

Teacher C claims she dictates notes and repeats instructions slowly. She uses direct and 

simple instructions for learners to acquire the target language: 

"I teach a Chinese boy who doesn't understand English. When I am dictating to the other 

pupils I write out notes for him in Economics. He then takes out his electronic dictionary 

and translates into Chinese." 

Some teachers blame themselves for not knowing enough Xhosa. Others blame parents 

for enrolling their children in an English-medium school without considering the 

educational consequences. Others, again, hold the department responsible for forcing 

schools to enrol children irrespective of their home language - a cornerstone of the new 

language policy. (cf2.3) 

Teacher D, for instance, feels it is unfair on both herself and on the children. 

Teacher B feels that the pupils gain English gradually and by the time they reach Grade 

11, they cope with the English Medium of instruction. This correlates with the gradual 

immersion theory of language acquisition ( cf I. 5). 
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Classroom interaction between learner and learner is severely stunted in the way in 

which desks are arranged in rows, and although there is pair work, very little group work 

is practised. 

In an effort to control her learners at all costs, the teacher mostly resorts to teacher

centred lessons in which learners are seldom given the chance to initiate something. 

Teacher-directed lessons are the norm. 

In some classes however, learners are given greater freedom to work in groups. Teacher 

C is also less worried to call her class to order without having to shout. This brings me to 

the next point. 

4.3.4.2 Discipline and control 

A noticeable symptom of the communication breakdown between teacher and learners in 

multilingual classes is the prevalence of discipline problems. In grade 8, Teacher C 

explains, 'At the beginning of the year I would speak to them and they don't understand. 

I will have discipline problems.' These problems derive from the teacher's diminished 

authority over her charges at a time when they literally do not speak the same language. 

Teacher C attributes discipline problems to cultural factors: 

"That girl Pearl never brings a book to class nor does she ever write down notes. 

Whenever I reprimand her, she laughs and then speaks in Xhosa so that I don't 

understand her at all." 

Another problem in the junior classes was the semester classes m which language 

teachers found two hours per day exhausting! 

"It is so difficult to keep their attention in class. They are so energetic and they are 

wearing me out." 
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In line with the South African Schools Act prohibition on corporal punishment, teachers 

see themselves forced to resort to a range of sometimes innovative, sometimes draconian 

measures to control learners. Such controlling takes various forms: 

• a verbal reprimand 

• singling out naughty children for special treatment, e.g. sitting in the front of the 

class, or standing with hands on head when everyone is sitting or paying small fines. 

• (threats of) work squad or detention 

4.3.4.3 Monolingual and Monocultural attitudes 

In a context in which parents' desire for their children to learn English is overwhelming, 

schools and teachers are under intense pressure to comply. The teachers at times exhibit a 

lack of language awareness with regard to Xhosa in particular. In the absence of 

sufficient numbers of Xhosa-speaking staff and a well-developed multilingual awareness, 

however, contradictions and inconsistencies are bound to arise. 

Teacher F, who teaches Xhosa claims that the staff do not understand the Xhosa children. 

By this she meant that there was a lack of cultural awareness and understanding. 

A learner had this to say about Xhosa: 

"Xhosa is normally the first lesson of the day. We are very optimistic to go to the Xhosa 

class coz there's a very vibrant atmosphere. The Xhosa class is the only class where we 

have a good relationship among the pupils and the teacher, Ms Snyman. Here we are able 

to show who you really are and you can discuss almost anything. The highlight of the 

Xhosa lessons is that we can sing and enjoy ourselves without being worried that 

someone will look, because singing is our passion. Apart from our singing, we do a lot of 

work, for example we learnt about the court, prisoners, and their lifestyle and we actually 

went to court to witness a very famous murder case, but all in all we love our Xhosa and 

we wouldn't mind if we could have the lesson for a whole day!" 

The importance ofthe home language and culture is stressed here. (cf2.13) 
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4.3.5 Coping strategies in English-medium classes 

4.3.5.1 Peer interpreting 

In classes of predominately Xhosa speakers, teachers used peer interpreting to bridge the 

largest gaps in oral interactions in the classroom, typically when it becomes clear that the 

learner has not understood the teacher's question or instruction. 

Xhosa children also tended to group themselves together and to speak the home language 

in classes. Some displayed symptoms of anxiety, despair and frustrations in the English

medium classes in which they did not understand the language of instruction ( cf 2.11 ). 

4.3.5.2 Language support 

Language support was given m the form of extra English classes. Translations and 

glossaries were used in tests and examinations. Multilingual dictionaries were used in 

some classes. The school had an Academic development programme which was a 

bridging class for immigrants and Xhosa speakers. This was discontinued, as pupils 

wanted to join in with other activities, which were less academic and more socially 

orientated. Learners saw these extra English classes as punishment or extra work as their 

peers were participating in social activities. The programme was stopped a year ago. 

4.3.5.3 Grouping of learners 

The language classes are grouped according to the learners' proficiency in the LoLT 

and/or learning outcomes. In one class, learners were placed not in ability groups, but 

strategically according to how well they work together and are able to help each other, 

also with language (cf 1.5 & 2.5) 
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4.3.6 Problems common to all classrooms visited 

4.3.6.1 OBE/2005 

The implementation of outcomes-based education/Curriculum 2005 was pre-started in 

August with the grade 8s as a pilot project. A theme, 'The Deep Blue' was implemented 

to integrate all learning areas and to lead the teachers, learners and parents into this 

process gradually. (See Appendix 13 & 14) 

Teachers attended workshops in mid-August to orient them to the new curriculum for the 

senior phase implementation in 2001. Teachers complained about the apparent confusion 

with regard to OBE within the ranks of the department, resulting in inadequate in-service 

training and mixed messages and a perceived lack of support from subject advisors. 

There is some resentment about the obscure terminology in which OBE is couched. 

Teachers feel let down by the lack of provision of learning support materials. 

In the Language Literacy and Communication workshop a multilingual activity was 

presented. (See Appendix 15 outcome 5) 

I will now tum to the learning programmes themselves. 

Since it is the stated philosophy of OBE to advance multilingualism as a major resource, 

and to value learners' home languages, cultures and literacies, the pertinent question I 

asked was: to what extent do the practices and views of the teachers affirm, alternatively 

contradict, this stated aim of OBE? 
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4.3.6.2 Teaching Methods 

Teachers most of the time use the question and answer method. The teacher is still 

considered all knowing, and learners come to school to listen to what the teacher has to 

teach them. 

Whilst it was not the intention of the research to evaluate teacher's performances, it 

proved impossible to avoid noticing that on the whole teachers fared poorly as facilitators 

of learning. 

• acknowledging the different languages and dialects in the class (language awareness) 

• working with existing multilingualism in the classroom, i.e. drawing on learners' 

existing languages as learning resources 

• managing learning in groups 

• creative use of learning materials 

• enabling cognitively demanding learning to take place. 

While much teaching happens, very little learning appears to occur. However, teachers 

should not be made the scapegoats for this systematic failure, which clearly requires a 

systemic response. 

4.3. 7 School Language Plans and Policies 

Ocean View Secondary does have a language policy of sorts which is set down by the 

department of Western Cape. However, this appears to have evolved more in response to 

'realities on the ground' over the past few years, such as staff language proficiency and 

parental preferences for high-status languages, than as a result of any contextualisation of 

the new LiEP (cf2.10). 

None of the role players interviewed was able to state that they had arrived at a new 

integrated policy for language/s of learning and teaching, languages as subjects, 

languages/s of administration, assessment and staffing. The deputy principal claimed: 
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"We follow the regulations as set down by the department of education. Learners must 

pass one ofthe official languages and a second language." 

4.3.7.1 Materials and Resources 

Textbooks and resources were often a concern for cultural awareness. Concerns that the 

standards were dropping were raised. A closer investigation showed that the latest text 

was introducing more skills and group work which was a shift from the theory of 

previous books. I personally found the new books easier to use in the following respect: 

Planning of year programmes and using Modules as opposed to Chapters. There was 

more focus on multilingual activities and the text addressed the classroom reality with 

activities for multilingual classes. SA publishing industry is a key player in the 

implementation of education policy and can play an important role in this respect. 

Teachers still see languages in a blinked way: First, Second and Foreign Languages. 

Courses are presented in this way. However, the social context is more complex. 

4.3.7.2 Views, attitudes and commitments on multilingualism 

Multilingualism was interpreted as more languages and those people who spoke more 

than two languages generally were pro languages. 

A parent jokingly said: 

"I am pro languages. I speak six languages. English, Greek, and German and Afrikaans 

and also Dutch and Flemish because they are similar to Afrikaans. I think that all 

languages should be encouraged except Xhosa (ha, ha) Please not Xhosa. German and 

French are useful for overseas and these should be taken. I also think that these mickey 

mouse courses should be done away with and more useful courses introduced. This ... 

urn ... Design and technology in which pupils are putting pieces of wire together is a 

waste of time and energy." 
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Those with one language varied. Some were concerned with the time constraints 

involved in learning another language. 

" I am in favour of other languages but I simply do not have the time to learn another 

language. It could be problematic." (cf2.5.1) 

One description of multilingualism was: "many languages working together to meet this 

nice rainbow dream. In reality it does not work." 

4.3.7.3 Classroom Practices 

It is difficult to teach many languages in one class; was a common view by learners and 

teachers. However, utilising many languages to promote learning was seen as a viable 

option for improved performance in tests and examinations. 

Some problems were raised with respect to culture and the language barriers with Xhosa 

learners. Sensitivity and understanding may be needed here. ( cf 1.5) 

Teacher G claimed that the Xhosa children liked to show off their English when visiting 

the Transkei.lt gave them status and recognition to speak English. (cf2.14) 

In one class the teacher was trying to explain, figurative and literal language. In the 

context of the class, the teacher was drilling and using question and answer style in the 

lesson. She wrote 5 examples of literal statements with 5 examples of figurative 

expressions on the opposite board. In asking the pupils how the two examples differed 

she was aiming to show the differences between and literal and figurative language. 

Following the demonstration was a worksheet in which the pupils were asked to write 

definitions for literal and figurative meanings. Pupils who did not understand did not fill 

the space. In asking the teacher about her lesson, she felt demotivated and dispondant 

about the lack of ability of the pupils to understand. She felt frustrated and irritated by the 

group. 
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Her concern was assessment of learners. She did not refer to the languages of her 

learners. The social context of the class showed a multilingual nature. Her understanding 

of Xhosa or using a Xhosa expression from a poster with the idiom in the language and 

an English version may have generated more interest and stimulation in her class. 

English teachers tended to be disadvantaged in their teaching strategies. 

The response was to get experts or specialists. 

Anne Schlebusch (Subject Adviser) had this to reply to this assertion: 

"The answer to those teachers who felt there must be some experts out there is that, after 

all, they are the experts. The simple truth is that their pupils are their partners and expert 

resources." 

I tend to agree with this assumption for language teachers and the notion of language as a 

resource (cf2.5.3). 

Added to this is the additive multilingual model which states that learners use any 

language they feel comfortable in. (cf 1.5 & Appendix 1) 

Simple instructions and using the target language is a common practice in classrooms. 

One economic teacher had this comment to make on multilingual teaching: 

"Scary, but it is a good idea." 

The idea of having to learn more languages in order to use multilingual methods still 

needs to be explored. Teachers think it means having to speak more languages and this 

could impinge on their personal time as they thought they may need to learn another 

language. 

4.3.7.4 Ocean View's Challenge 

The principal, Mr Baker, set forth the following challenge to the Ocean View community 

at the celebration in October 2000: 
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"Our challenge is to continue to forge national and international links - whether this be 

through this year's sporting contacts with Chile, Argentina, Britain and France; or our 

links with schools in the USA and our cultural tours to the East. We continue to receive 

visiting principals and teachers from other parts of South Africa and other countries who 

wish to discuss our school's management, organisation and instructional programmes." 

The school is certainly a hub of activity and whilst it boasts many connections world

wide, the challenge would also be to change the classroom practices for the promotion of 

multilingualism. 

4.4 Some conclusions 

There was a pattern emerging from the interviews: teachers complained of the lack of 

textbooks and materials to assist in the multilingual classes (2.14). 

+ There was a need expressed by teachers to offer English as a Second language and the 

interesting point from research reveals that only 9% of South Africans use English as 

a home language. 

+ The options needed to be stretched in the language choices for Primary languages. 

Teachers have expressed their concerns that a wider choice in the Second Language 

choice should be made in the future. 

+ The status of the African languages needed to be promoted. Amongst the African 

learners there was the attitude that English was necessary to move up the social scale 

(cf2.14). 

+ Afrikaans was losing popularity and the schools' shift in attitude was apparent. 

Afrikaans teachers expressed their negativity and demotivation with Afrikaans 

teaching. 
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Cause for this motivation crisis was by the learners' disinterest in the language. Attitudes 

reflect that the subject may not be as competitive as other subjects. There were political 

factors, aptitude and motivation factors. 

+ Examinations still play a major role in people's minds and results are a motivating 

factor. 

+ English is an international language and is used globally. 

+ I have discovered that Ocean View Secondary may not be as multilingual in everyday 

practice as the dominant language was English. After interviewing learners and 

teachers it became obvious that English was given higher status (cf2.14). 

However, in walking around the school, there were various groups that spoke a 

number of languages in informal settings. 

+ In the one class three languages were spoken in a natural manner. The teacher claims 

that the learners were not even aware of the fact that they spoke three languages 

without any inhibitions. In the English class, Xhosa, English, Afrikaans and slang 

were spoken naturally in the class. 

+ Parents wanted more high status languages such as French and German extended 

throughout the school curriculum ( cf 2.2 & 2.1 0). 

4.4.1 Strategies and possibilities in multilingual classrooms 

INSET's role in promoting multilingualism in schools were recommended by the 

Western Cape advisory divisions and the following were suggestions from the subject 

advisors at the workshops: 

• using multilingual dictionaries; 

• using pupils as facilitators; 
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• feelings of empowerment. (The story of the Xhosa child who was given a lesson a 

week to teach the learners her language at a school in the Western Cape gave the 

learner a sense of pride and empowerment); using songs to teach other cultures; 

• music -marimba band and choir gave enrichment and cultural awareness; 

• use a variety of languages in whole class activities for mixed- level groups; 

• full group activities - games and discussions; 

• language switching and code switching. 

Group activities: 

• scrabble assists in teaching pupils; 

• negotiating through group work; 

• consensus (First and second Language speakers negotiate meaning; fast help slow 

learners). 

4.4.2 Suggestions to promote multilingualism: 

The following suggestions were made by teachers, learners and parents alike at Ocean 

View Secondary and are supported by the literature studied (2.14). 

• speaking more than one language at formal functions 

• writing reports in other languages besides English 

• encouraging songs and cultural events in the other languages 

• submitting variety of articles for school magazine in other languages 

• creating opportunities to speak other languages 

4.4.3 Further Implications for Multilingualism 

INSET can assist teachers with the following: 

• Adopting a whole-school language policy 

• "All teachers responsible for the teaching of concepts and discourses of their 

disciplines" 
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For example, the Biology teacher compiled with the assistance of the Xhosa teacher a 

glossary of Xhosa terms for English words that were in her Grade 11 examination. One of 

the outcomes was that a pupil answered one of questions with a Xhosa word. When I 

asked if the Xhosa word was correct, we asked the Xhosa teacher and discovered the 

word was in fact correct. I then challenged her if she would give the pupil the mark as it 

was the correct one in Xhosa. She then gave it to her. 

But the implications were fascinating, not the one mark. It revealed that the introduction 

of glossary and the recognition of the language had enhanced the performance and this 

had contributed to an enrichment and insight into the language. The Teacher experienced 

learners did not understand a concept in a test. She had taught the concept using certain 

words. In the test she used words she had not used in her instruction phase. 

She came to realise that she needed to use words within the groups' reach. Teaching for 

exams is a tendency in practice. In varying vocabulary too often, learners could not 

decode, resulting in poor test and examination results. 

4.5 Conclusion 

In this chapter the findings were discussed. They varied with some common themes and 

patterns emerging. The main problems identified in multilingual classes were the 

language of instruction and discipline. African and foreign learners favoured learning 

English for its status as an international language. The school favoured and was 

promoting awareness of multilingualism with its language programmes including 

Afrikaans, Xhosa, French and German. Parents saw the value of learning more languages 

and teachers expressed their interest in acquiring more knowledge of an African language 

to assist in classroom instruction. More tolerance was needed for learners who were 

learning English as a second language but taking the subject as a first language for 

Matric. 
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Chapter Five: Summaries, conclusions and recommendations 

5.1 Introduction 

This research has attempted to identify existing teaching and classroom management 

strategies used by teachers in multilingual classrooms in a local secondary school in the 

Western Cape. It was further attempted to identify the problems that arose in 

multilingual classrooms in the local school in the Western Cape. The attitudes and 

commitments of the school community towards multilingualism were also investigated. 

What follows are the summaries of chapters, conclusions and recommendations with 

strategies that are likely to succeed in addressing these problems. The role of INSET will 

also be discussed and suggestions for further action in this field of education will be 

proposed. 

5.2 Summaries 

5.2.1 Chapter 2 

Post Colonial Language Policies in Africa have shown a tendency to use the ex-colonial 

languages in higher status functions. In South Africa, the language policy reached a 

catalytic crisis in the 1976 uprising. Post apartheid language-in-education policy has 

resulted in the recognition of 11 official languages at national level. The promotion of 

multilingualism has been encouraged by proactive organisations such as PANSALB, 

PRAESA and other NGOs. However, the implementation of this phenomenon at regional 

level, especially in secondary schools, has still to be reached. 

Research on multilingualism has made the following findings: 

• The importance of the primary language for cognitive development;(2.13) 

• Multilingualism in South Africa (and elsewhere) is the norm, monolingualism the 

exception; (2.7 & 2.8) 
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• Languages in education can usefully be regarded as resources, not as obstacles to 

learning; (2.5.3) 

• African languages should be consciously promoted to enhance their status and to 

develop their corpus for purpose of acquisition; (2.5.1) 

• All learners should have meaningful access to English since it has unparalleled 

power and status in our society at present; 

• The promotion of multilingualism can help to bring about national unity (2.1 0). 

Multilingual teaching and learning is both ambitious and challenging and there are many 

possibilities and problems. The role of INSET cannot be underestimated in the 

transformation of South Africa's education system. 

5.2.2 Chapter 3 

Qualitative methodology was attempted for its practical and rich nature, feasibility and 

multimethod strategies (3.2). The small scale case study was chosen to describe 

multilingualism in its setting, the time constraints and the diversity of opinions and 

attitudes have shown that it is a complex issue to describe (3.3.1). The setting and its 

population lent itself to a number of methods which included, interviews, classroom 

observations, attending workshops, reviewing documents and newsletters (3.3.4). The 

aim was to describe the phenomenon in a holistic manner as well as to measure the 

response to the language policy and to see how it worked in practice in particular at 

Ocean View Secondary school. 

5.2.3 Chapter 4 

The data revealed that multilingualism is a complex phenomenon. 

The school used as the small scale case study had a mission to strive for excellence 

through progressive instructional programmes. English as the medium of instruction 

meant that some learners were disadvantaged. However, the school also offered other 

languages such as French, German and Xhosa to promote multilingualism. 
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The campaign or promotion of multilingualism needed a strong leadership and awareness 

amongst the community. Although the findings revealed problems in bottom sets; 

teachers and learners were open to improved relations and learning strategies. 

Some of the findings included the following: 

• The community felt that the language choice in the school needed to be reviewed, as 

it was outdated. 

• It was found that the school had a language policy of sorts but a more vigorous 

planning strategy needed to be implemented with the support of the management 

team including the governing body. 

• The status of the African language, Xhosa, needed to be improved as it was seen as an 

easy third language option. 

• Teachers of all subjects needed to be proactive as language teachers and to see their 

role as facilitators oflanguage development and multilingualism respectively. 

• Mainstreaming of language classes created racial tensions as well as competitiveness 

and unnatural social settings which needed to be addressed. 

• The acquisition of conversational Xhosa could be incorporated as an incentive and as 

a means of improved instruction in the junior classes. 

OBE needs planning and time which many teachers felt negative towards especially the 

change of assessments. The school had already done its planning for 2001 with the 

languages joining together and agreeing on the same specific outcomes (See Appendix 9). 

Multilingual approaches were discussed but teachers still saw languages 

as separate entities e.g. First language English, First language Afrikaans. However, after 

discussions, similar outcomes were hoped by all and the approach of using more than one 

language in the class was seen as a practical strategy for learning. 
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Strategies used in the classroom included the following: 

• peer interpreting, 

• language support; 

• code switching ; 

• grouping of slow and fast learners together. 

5.3 Conclusions 

5.3.1 Classroom level 

For teachers at classroom level, the biggest challenge would be to shift their beliefs about 

and attitudes towards the African languages, and to use these as learning resources across 

the curriculum and throughout schooling ( cf 4.2.3 & 4.4.1 ). African languages should 

come to be seen as viable codes for learning at all levels. Most immediately, teachers of 

multilingually composed classes should create forms of language awareness appropriate 

to their situation ( cf 4.4.1 ). Doing an informal survey of the languages learners speak, and 

finding space to play with the different languages, would only be the first steps in 

affirming them, and thereby their speakers (See Appendix 3 & 4). 

The suggestions listed in The Power of Babel (De Klerk 1996) are relevant here: 

• collect stories, books and other resources in the languages that learners speak; 

• encourage children to use their home language in the classroom (cf 4.4.12 ); 

• forms of cultural awareness could fruitfully complement such language awareness 

campaigns in an effort to combat growing xenophobia and promote tolerance 

( cf 4.4.12); 

• teachers of linguistically diverse classes should also be encouraged to explore the 

grouping of their learners in linguistically sensitive ways that encourage co-operative 

learning via peer interpreting; 

• African-language-speaking learners should not be stigmatised by being ghettoised 

into their own groups throughout the school day ( cf 4.4.1.2). 
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5.3.2 Schoollevel 

Many of the steps indicated above will only become fully possible once a school 

develops its own language plan in keeping with the new LiEP and the new curriculum, 

and finds ways of monitoring its realisation and supporting teachers in doing so ( cf 4.2.3). 

School management through the governing body plays a pivotal role in this regard, and 

will have to convince parents of the merits of using the home language as vehicles of 

learning (plus transition to English and /or Afrikaans), amongst other things (cf 4.5.1; 

4.5.2 & 4.5.3). Additional aspects for schools to consider include the following: 

• conduct a language survey to determine the home language of learners and parents' 

preferences; 

• share resources with neighbouring schools by clustering (minimally twinning) - this 

could lead to an exchange or sharing of teacher (including OBE) materials; marking 

loads; exam and test question papers; language and other expertise; 

• appoint primary language speakers of African languages, not only for teaching Xhosa 
I 

as a subject but as class teachers; 

• link up with NGOs to promote quality education and teachers' reflective practice. 

5.4 Recommendations and suggestions for further action 

The promotion of multilingualism in pre-service ard in-service courses is crucial to the 

enterprise of facilitating multilingual learning (2.4). NGOs could and should liase with 

other role-players (e.g. via the In-service Providers' Coalition) in bringing pressure to 

bear on the provincial and national education authorities to restructure INSET and 

PRESET in accordance with the aims outlined above (2.5). 
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Also, a coherent new set of language requirements for teachers teaching in public schools 

needs to be developed following the scrapping of the old language requirements for 

teachers (E/e, A/a, X/x etc) (2.4). Teacher education courses will need to enable all 

teachers to teach competently through the medium of two languages (2.3). 

In partnership with the relevant provincial education authorities, teacher in-service 

providers should be offering courses in which the intersection of multilingualism with 

Curriculum 2005 is systematically explored. Various key constituencies should be 

identified (2.12). Besides teachers and principals, these would include subject advisors 

and circuit managers. The provincial language managers envisaged by the national DE in 

its Implementation Plan for the new LiEP will require structured assistance from the 

NGOs and other providers (2.12). 

The development and distribution of appropriate learning support materials such as 

textbooks, stories, charts and posters, amongst other things, in the African languages (or 

in two or more languages) remain an urgent undertaking. Some work has already been 

done at Foundation Phase level (2.12). This needs to be developed and extended to the 

greater demands of subject (or learning program) specific teaching from the Intermediate 

Phase upwards. It would also be important to monitor the quality and relevance of the 

many materials that publishers are taking directly to the schools (2.14). 

Finally, a national terminology databank for the African languages should be set up in 

partnership between the national and provincial education departments, publishers and 

writers of learning support materials, academics and other stakeholders. This goal would 

be to collect and make available terms currently being coined by educators and other 

practitioners in the Nguni, Sotho, Venda and Tsonga languages in particular, for purposes 

of acquisition. It is crucial to complement corpus planning 'from above' (e.g. via 

lexicography units) with spontaneous corpus planning 'from below' in order to legitimise 

and extend the use of African languages in high-status schooling domains such as 

'content-subject' teaching and textbooks (2.14). 
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Pludderman (1999:60) has suggested that INSET courses could be facilitated by a 

restructuring of initial (pre-service) training by which trainee teachers spend a greater 

proportion of their time in schools, thereby relieving teachers. This would also serve the 

purpose of apprenticing trainee teachers into the practice of teaching more quickly and 

more effectively than at present (2.14). 

Further research is needed to develop teaching materials, methods of language teaching 

and teacher training in the Western Cape (2.15). INSET can play a major role in 

educating teachers in the importance of maintaining and developing the home language 

for the social, emotional and .cognitive development of the child (2.13). With the 

introduction of OBE in grade 8 this year and grade 9 the following year, the evaluation of 

the senior phases will need researching. The promotion of multilingualism in the senior 

phases will need researching for the improvement of teaching and learning both in 

linguistically diverse and linguistically homogeneous classrooms and schools if the aims 

and objectives of the new language-in-education policy and the new curriculum are to be 

realised (2.14). 
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Appendix 1 

LANGUAGE, LITERACY AND COMMUNICATION SENIOR PHASE 

* This is the first language a child acquires, which is sustained in a model of additive multilingualism 

ADDITIVE MULTILINGUALISM 

I \ 
I Additional languages J 

/ \ I Primary Language* I 
Official South African 

Unofficial South 
African/foreign 

languages languages 
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JET/PEl RESEARCH PROJECT: 
Problems and possibilities in multilingual classrooms 

SCHOOL LANGUAGE PROFILE QUESTIONNAIRE 

1. Name of school: 

2. Principal: 3. Project teacher(s): 

4. Schoors phone number: 5. Schoors fax number: 

6. Street address: 

7. Postal address (if different from street address): 

8. Total number of learners at sc.'"lool: 9. Average number of learners per class: 

10. How many classes of each grade are there in your school? 
(e.g. 2 Grade 1 classes etc.) 

. ' I Gr.3 I Gr.4 i Gr.5) Gr.6, Gr.71 Pre- \ Grade 1\ Gr.2 Other (please 
school I specifyj 

' I I I I I I I l I 

I I I 

11. Language(s) of learning and teaching 
(medium of instruction) at the school Grades 

Afrikaans as a medium 
Xhosa as a medium 
Sotho 
Tswana 

English as a medium 

12. How many learners in the school have the following as a home language? 

Afrikaans 

' J 

English I Xhosa Sotho 

I 
[ 
I 

I Tswana I Other - which? 
I 

I I 
I 
I i 



13. How many learners in each grade have the following as a home language? 

Pre-school Gr.1 Gr.2 Gr.3 Gr.tl Gr.5 Gr.6 Gr.? 
Xhosa ---------
Afrikaans 

'-------
English ---------·· 
Sotho ---
Tswana ---
other 

14. Which languafis are taught as subjects? Please specify grade & level. 

languages taught Grade (e.g. Grade 1-7) level (e.g. First language or 
as subjects l1; Second language or l2. 

Third language or l3) 

Xhosa 
English 
Afrikaans 
Sotho -
Tswana 

.. 
--·~· _ .. ____ . - ... ----- '-

15. How many teaching staff have the following as their home or first language? 

Afrikaans I English I Xhosa I Other (specify) 

I I I 

16. How many teaching staff are Ouent in the following language combinations? 

Afrikaans Xhosa & Afrikaans. Sotho, Tswana, Sotho, Tswana, other-
&English English English & Xhosa, English, Xhosa& Xhosa & specify 

Xhosa English & Xhosa & English English 
Afrikaans Afrikaans 

·-- ----

' 

J 7. Please provide details or any extra language lessons or language enrichment 
classes offered at your school. 

18. Please provide details of any in-service (INSET) interventions related to 
language and/or OBE in which staff are involved or have recently participated in. 

19. How would you describe the language situation or environment at your 
school? Please detail any recent developments (last three years) with regard 
to language at the school (e.g. changes In medium of instruction; languages 
taught as subjects; learner composition according to home language, etc.). 

20. How would you rate the support your school receives from the Department j 

with regard to language and learning issues (including OBE)? (Tick the 
apr>ropriate block.) 

never sometimes often 
----- ---------

Questionnaire completed by: 

Thank you for making time to fill In this questionnaire. 
Please return to Xola Mall or Peter Pluddemann at 

continuous 

PRAESA Tel: (021) 650-3589 
Education Building 6.01 Fax: (021) 650-3027 
University of Cape Town 
Private Bag 
7701 Rondebosch 



Teacher: Greta DuPlessis 

Age: 50 

Teaching Experience: 22 years experience of teaching 

Languages spoken: Afrikaans, English, German, French & Italian 

Present position: Teaching Afrikaans as a second language and 

conversational German 

What do you understand by the term additive bilingualism? 

A child can speak/use more than one language at least three or four appropriate 

in their field of study and country. two languages a first and an official language/ 

a second and official - one of the eleven. 

What do you understand by the term multilingualism? 

Speaking/conversing meaningfully in more than two languages. 

[these two questions caused confusion and needed to explain the term additive. 

it seems as if this classification was confusing to the teacher] 

Do you teach pupils whose first language you do not understand? 

Elaborate here give examples 

- Yes whose first language is Xhosa 

In Afrikaans second language there are pupils whose first language is Xhosa 

' 



there are no Xhosa speakers in the German classes 

It is mainly English speakers learning german 

What strategies do you use to teach pupils whose first language is not the 

same as yours? 

Use mainly Afrikaans, simple instructions in Afrikaans or german it is important to 

use the language they are trying to learn it is important to hear, speak, read and 

use the language. Foreign or second language. English used to explain concepts 

for example poetry - using synonyms in Afrikaans, but not translating -

maintaining the target language. 

German (3rd language) -translations via English or German. 

In Afrikaans class, the Xhosa child does not understand English (not many in the 

school) concepts/ figurative meanings of words) Humour not understood. There 

is more interaction in the class 

How do you solve the language problems in your classroom? Give some 

specific examples, elaborate where possible. 

give pupils vocabulary, read, using the language 

conversational classes - create a natural environment- pupils are less nervous 

and feel less intimidated - create interaction and a personal atmosphere 

one on one basis - asking questions give graded levels 



topical conversations I chats on a personal level BASIC Grade 11 s -the 

Olympics - use the dictionary words in wrong places confuses meaning - test 

reading and writing memorising 

How do you think you could promote multilingualism in your classroom? 

German (foreign language) memorising/ studying- songs, dialogues, usable 

phrases, travelling - practical short courses 6 months 2x (twice a week) I hr 2 hrs 

too short, (write a short piece) translations, pronunciations 

How do you think CBHS could promote multilingualism Give practical 

suggestions 

Enrichment- through another language - international languages another official 

language maybe do Xhosa compulsory/ choice between second language (either 

Xhosa, Sotho, etc) as an official 

Wider choice for the second langauge 

Foreign language a third language could be optional 

More languages are important 

Engineers need German - important for globalisation - important as an official 

language. 

Thank You. 
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Name (optional) 

Please fill in all the questions below in full. 

1.) How old are you? (Circle the correct age) 

13 14 15 16 other __ _ 

2.) Where do you live? 

3.) What is your favourite subject at school? 

4.) What is your mother tongue/home language? 

5.) Do you speak a second, or third language? "' tick next to the correct answer 

Yes No _____ _ 

6.) If yes specify 

7 .) What was your final grade 8 result for English? 

8.) Do you enjoy English? 

Yes No ______ _ 

9.) Give your reasons for number 8? 

1 0.) If you had a choice to drop English, would you? 

Yes No _______ _ 

11) Give your reason for number 10 



Appendix 5 
Leamer Interview Guide 

Basic background information 
Let's begin with some basic information about you. 

1. What nationality are you? 
2. What is your birth date? 
3. When did you come to Ocean View Secondary? 
4. What grade are you in now? 
5. Where do you live? 

Pre-Ocean View Secondary information 
Now I'm going to ask you some questions about your education before you came to Ocean V1ew 
Secondary. 

6. In what country/town/city were you born? 
7. Did you live in a city? town? or in the country? 
8. What work did your parents do? 
9. How old were you when you left? 

School experiences 
Let's look at your school life in the early stages 

10. What language(s) was/were spoken at home before you came to Ocean View 
secondary? 

11. Did you know how to read and write in your own language before you came here? 
12. How much English did you know when you first started school here? 
13. If you were not fluent in English, who helped you to communicate and understand? 
14. Tell me about your first year in school here. What was it like for you? 
15. What subjects did you study in the first year? 
16. What was the biggest help to you in learning English? 

Current school experiences 
17. How do you feel about school now? 
18. Are there still times when you do understand what is being said or done at school 

because of English language difficulties? 
19. What language(s) do you usually speak at home? 
20. What language(s) do you usually speak with your friends? 

Social aspects of school 
21. Have you gotten into trouble at school? 
22. Have you, or someone you know, been treated unfairly by teachers or other students 

because of language or culture/nationality? If yes, how common do you think this is? 
23. Tell me about the general relations between yourself and other students at the school? 

School achievement 
24. How well do you do in school? 
25. What kind of grades do you get? 
26. How many hours of homework do you do on average each school night? 
27. Have your parents ever been to your school? If yes, why? 
28. Does the school have classes that teach you about your country or culture? 
29. Have you ever been involved in any of your classes as an educational resource to teach 

other students about your culture? 

Thank you. 

' 



Appendix& 
Parent Interview Guide 

Basic background information 
Lefs begin with some basic information about you. 

1. What nationality/culture are you? 
2. How many of your children attend the school? 
3. What grade(s) are your children in now? 
4. What language(s) do you usually speak at home? 
5. What language(s) do you usually speak with your friends and relatives? 

School attributes 

6. What factors made you send your children to this school? 
7. What is it about the school you like? 
8. What is it about the school dislike? 
9. How do you feel about the school's language choices? 
10. Do your children cope with English in the school? 
11. What language difficulties have your children experienced? 

School's language policy 

12. Do you regularly attend the school for meetings/ functions etc? 
13. What is your opinion of the school's language policy? 
14. What are your views on the new electives for languages? 
15. Are you in favour of your children learning another language? 
16. Which languages would you like your child to learn? Why? 

Thank you. 

' 
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Semi-structured Interview Schedule: 

Teacher: 

Experience: 

Language(s): .................................................... . 

Subject Teaching: ........................................... . 

What do you understand by the term "additive bilingualism"? 

What do you understand by the term multilingualism? 

............................................................................................................. 

Do you teach pupils whose first language you do not understand? 
Elaborate here 

···················································································•························ 

What strategies do you use to teach pupils whose first language is not the same as yours? 



How do you try to solve the language problems in your classroom? 
Give some specific examples, elaborate where possible. 

How do you think you could promote multilingualism in you classroom? 

How do you think OVS could promote multilingualism? 
Give practical suggestions. 
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CLASSROOM OBSERVATION SCHEDULE 

Date: School: 

Teacher: Class: 

Observer: Time & duration of observation: 

Who ... ... says what Language Activity Classroom resources Comments 

I 

I 
I 
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1 Identify and solve problems and make Learners read and comprehend information. 

decisions using critical and creative They communicate their ideas and thoughts 

thinking. and absorb those of other people by 
listening, speaking and writing. 

2 Work effectively with others as members Learners read widely and compare texts. In 

of a team, group, organization and a group they locate, access and select 

community. information and develop reasoned 
arguments and apply the new knowledge to 

' real life situations. 
3 Organise and manage themselves and 

their activities responsibly and effectively. 
4 Collect, analyse, organise and critically Learners locate information, listen, read and 

evaluate information. comprehend and apply organisational skills 
etc. In selecting the correct material for a 
project. 

5 Communicate effectively using visual, Learners correct and edit their own work or 

symbolic, and/or language skills in given material. They communicate with 

various modes. learners and others by adapting register, 
tone and body language. 

6 Use science and technology effectively 
and critically showing responsibility 
towards the environments and the health 
of others. 

7 Demonstrate an understanding of the 
world as a set of related systems by 
recognising that problem solving contexts 
do not exist in isolation. 

8 Reflecting on and exploring a variety of 
strategies to learn more effectively. 

9 Participating as a responsible citizen in Learners will use language/s to refine ideas, 

the life of local, national and global solve problems and talk about learning. 

communities. They will transfer concepts etc. from one 
language to another. 

10 Being culturally and aesthetically Learners identify, analyse and describe the 

sensitive across a range of social literary effects of texts. They give and justify 

contexts. opinions on texts. 

11 Exploring education and career 
opportunities, 

I 

12 Developing entrepreneurial opportunities. ' 
I 

, 
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Interview: Semi-structured 
Teacher: S. Berhardien 
English teacher 

181
h November 2000 IO.oo a.m. 

What are your views on CBHS's language policy? 

1. ,. . ., 
' . 2. 

There must be separation of first and second language speakers definitely. ) 

You find the second fimguage pnpilf struggle with basic concepts. They struggle 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

_.... 7. 
y. . . . •• . 8. 

-r 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

with comprehensions and they don't know what is going on in the lesson. 

Then the first language speakers know the basics of their language and ~ 

ariles: itrthe~elasl. There is a huge discrepancy in the class. The basics of the 

Second language learners are weak. 

This problem impinges on madting·l'ecause you don't know if you are pitching 

the lesson too high, or too low. For a low set it may be low and then it is too fast 

or too slow. 

This disadvantages the learners. 

Second language speakers become flisiBuionet and they say, "Miss I do try". 

Orally they are good but grammatically or in a grammatical sense there is a sense 

of total failure. I could see it in what's her name - "the black kiddie" the pretty 

one - the model - "Lumka". You can see she asks questions but she missed the 

point in the comprehensions and then she thought she was stupid. I said "You're 

not stupid my child" Given the context they can't cope. 

I tell them to read Rose & Purkis to find out the literal and figurative terms. They 

struggle with the basics. So I think the language policy stinks. I~~Me:~Wyon 

•:a·Xltosainto a first language stream- they do poorly in content. 



20. 

21. 

~Slf 22. 

23. 

tr-~·24. 
25. 

26. 

27. 

28. 

29. 

30. 

31. 

32. 

33. 

34. 

35. 

36. 

37. 

38. 

39. 

40. 

41. 

~~ tt42. 

43. 

They don't understand. It is doing the child a disservice. They are being 

disadvantaged. There may be an improvement but they certainly lag behind. They 

are always t11it1BtepbehindtThen they are behind for the rest of their lives. 

They definitely need extra tuition. Otherwise they will always be disadvantaged. I 

think we "need" ~Second. Languag~a This enables more communication 

skills. 

In Mathematics (Twanete Coetzee) the Xhosa child does not understand the 

Mathematics terms for example square root in Xhosa. 

OBE is all about self esteem and ownership of language but if you can't 

understand the language you are disempowering the pupil. I have a very candid 

perception and view of all of this. Look at that boy Fish. There is a slight 

progression- you should know that ... But you can't measure improvement. He 

failed a second time but is an interesting case. You can quote all the stats - it 

doesn't work- "we seem to be turning a blind eye". It is the same kids and 

always the same language problem. 

We are burying our heads in the sand. There should be remedial classes. Or a 

specialist - we need a remedial teacher - check the quota and get funds. There 

should be smaller classes and a specialist with one on one tuition. 

The bottom sets should get a specialist with training to pick up on the problem 

areas and address the problem. Especially in junior classes there are always six to 

seven with the problem. There never seems to be a holistic improvement in the 

overall performance. 

"Why don't we have Elt~;as·.ac·second language wt!have Afrikaans as a second 

language and other schools or most schools have English differences. Why? Is it 

44. monetary? 



>~-,. 

'~~· ' J· 

45. 

46. 

47. 

48. 

49. 

50. 

51. 

52. 

53. 

'I 54. 

55. 

The other problem i!f .. Jl!boc1k6 The children ask why "black poetry" -"black 

issues" are we teaching another culture or ideology this sounds "racist' - black 

culture but kids find it offensive the rural little themes - such basics there seems 

to be a discrepancy. There should be "purely Xhosa" or a mix bunch- the 

~sdon't assist. Tile textbooks have been simplified yet tiE more advanced 

topics also need to be covered. The Textures we used this year it was too 

theoretical - could not understand the terminology - especially the mother tongue 

pupils. The kids asked if it was English they were learning. If the mother tongue 

pupils battled what about the second language speakers? 

I spent four years at varsity studying English First language there were no courses 

or very little superficial courses in second language teachiftg. I do feel 

56. unqualified. The deeper issues and the underlying facets of teaching second 

57. language pupils needs a specialist to deal with those classes. I feel left in the deep 

58. end and one tends to resort to rote fashion teaching where the rules are taught. For 

59. example the apostrophe you drum it in and the pupils still get it wrong. In the 

60. exams they make the same mistakes in writing. 

~..r J fl 61. -~ould be smaller classes for kids who don't have English as their home., 

62. ~~a~. 

How do you feel about training in language( The departments role in 

INSET)? 

63. There needs to be workshops that are more responsible and helpful to teachers. 

64. We will attend if it has the kiddie winkles best interest at heart but many of the 

65. workshops are not organised to address the classroom issues. The workshops 

66. should be constructive, the goals should be clear, aims and a structure. We must 

67. know what we are doing. There should not be ad hoc workshops with no 

68. solutions. 



69. Teachers should be given a certificate of competency after attending the 

70. workshop to show that they can do X Y Z. 

What do you understand by multilingualism? 

71. · Many languages working together to meet this nice rainbow dream (metaphor). 

72. What is this multilingualism? It is jargon. What is meant by multilingualism? It is 

73. the policy makers quick solution -a myth using more accessible language to 

74. demystify language- you feel disempowered as a teacher while these policies are 

75. written up by those people out there. 

Thank You. 

The following table is an illustration of coded data and 

the meanings of the codes ( cf Chapter 4 ). 

pclass 

lclassd 

semclassp 

cp 

problems in multilingual classrooms 

language classes distribution 

semester classes for multilingual 
programmes 

classroom practices 

I 
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f 
i Whole Language Principles 

Freeman & Freeman ( 1 ~92: 7) list seven principles of Whole 
Language philosoph); which arc contr::tSted with a set of 
Commonsense Assumptions ;1bour Bilingual Learners. 

Commonsense Assumptions 
1. Learning proceeds from part to whole 
2. Lessons should be reacher centred because learning is the 

transfer of knowledge ti·om the te;Kher to the student. 
3. Lessons should prepare srudenrs ro function in society after 

schooling . 
.f. Learning rakes place as individuals practice skills ;md torm 

habits. 
5. In a second language, or;ll language acquisition precedes the 

development of lirera~o.:'. 
6. Le;lrning should rake place in English ro t:1cilirate the acqui

sition of English. 
7. The learning potential of bilinl:.rual students is lim ired. 

Whole Language Principles 
l. Learning proceeds ti-om \\'hok to part. 
2. Lessons should be learner centred because learning is the 

;Ktive construction of knowledge by the student. 
3. Lessons should have meaning ;md purpose f(x students . 
.f. Learning takes place :1s groups engage in me;mingful social 

interaction. 
5. In a second language, oral and written tu1guagc.: arc acquired 

simultaneouslv. 
6. Le;lrning should talk place in the tirst langu;tge ro build 

concepts and facilitate the acquisition of English. 
7. Learning pott:ntial is cxpapdc.:d through t:1ith in the learner. 

I 
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I GRAD!: 11 English Class Language Survey 

Age Primary Language Second/Third Languages 

18 English Afrikaans 

16 Xhosa English/ Afrikaans 

17 English Afrikaans/ Italian 

17 English Afrikaans 

17 Xhosa Zulu/Afrikaans/English 

17 Xhosa Zulu/Afrikaans/English 

16 English Afrikaans/ German 

16 Bulgarian Italian/ English 

16 English 

18 Xhosa Sesotho/ English/ Afrikaans 

15 Xhosa Tswana/English/Afrikaans 
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What learners must know, do and v:J?e: OUTCOMES 

i!:!ii'?.'!Learne:rs should be able to: 
,; recognise and appreciate the importance of holistic education, the 

interlinking and relationship between the different subjects taught at 
school. 

,; demonstrate a comprehensive understanding of the content covered 
in the different subjects 

,; be aware of the relationship between humans and the environment
'Deep Blue' 
show an understanding of how we are able to relate content taught in 
different subjects to The Deep Blue' (everJday life} 

,; appreciate the value of the ocean to all Capetonians 
,; investigate the economic importance of the ocean. 
,; understand the importance of conserving the ocean as a natural 

resource . 
./ explore how The Deep Blue' has been, and is still used by humans as 

a stimulus for creative thought, emotion and art. 
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OUTCOMES FOR THE TRAINING: 
... -

1. Participants will show an understanding of the rationale. 

' 
2. Participants will show an understanding of language Outcomes. 

3. Participants will show an understanding of the planning for 
Languages (~C) including the design of learning programmes. 

4. Participants will show an understanding of assessment in 
Languages (LLC). 

5. Participants will understand the importance of multi-lingualism. 

' 




